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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility and provide recommended routes for
an extension of the Lower Trail from its eastern terminus at the Alfarata trail head just west of
Alexandria eastward to Petersburg and on to Huntingdon, a distance of 13.2 miles.
Starting in January of 2008, a steering committee began a series of meetings along with its
consultant, Stephen Parks and Associates, in order to investigate potential alignment options and
assess landowners’ support for such an effort.
Following surveys and letters forwarded to affected landowners, a series of three public meetings
was held in November of 2008, in order to discuss the concept of expanding the trail eastward
toward Huntingdon. Meetings were held in Petersburg, Huntingdon and Alexandria Boroughs.
Although the meetings elicited generally favorable support, several landowners in a critical
section of the preferred route expressed vehement opposition to any placement of the trail on the
former Pennsylvania Railroad right-of-way which is now in their possession. The total land area
encompassed by their ownership represents approximately 18% of the total distance covered
between the Alfarata trail head and Huntingdon Borough. In support of their opposition one of
the three Huntingdon County Commissioners has gone on record as opposing the concept of a
rail trail, and specifically the expansion of the trail eastward from Alexandria to Huntingdon.
However, the remaining two commissioners enacted a resolution, supporting the trail.
The committee and its consultant elected to take a long term view of this project, with the
understanding that this component of the Lower Trail will not only become a valuable
community resource, but is a vital part of the planned Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal
Greenway™, which follows essentially the former path of the Pennsylvania Canal, following the
Juniata River from its mouth near Harrisburg to Hollidaysburg in Central Pennsylvania. When
completed, the Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway™ will connect Pittsburgh
and Harrisburg.
The feasibility study looks at currently available options for a viable land trail link, while
recognizing that the preferred alignment would utilize lands that are currently unavailable due to
the aforementioned opposition. Various alternative routes were studied, utilizing a combination
of former rail beds, existing streets and roads, and recommended newly acquired land currently
in public and private ownership.
A previous study to investigate possible trail routes from the eastern terminus of the Lower Trail
to the Borough of Huntingdon was conducted in 1995. This study recommended a number of
trail alignments with a variety of segments which could be implemented as a whole or
individually to provide connectivity from Alexandria to Huntingdon. This study was never
implemented due to landowner opposition along the preferred route and the expense and degree
of difficulty of other options.
The outstanding success of the original 11-mile Lower Trail from Williamsburg in Blair County
to Alfarata in Huntingdon County completed in 1994 and the support for the 5.5-mile Canoe
Creek Extension completed in 2004, coupled with some changes in land ownership along the
potential routes between Alfarata and Huntingdon led trail proponents to again propose a study
of the feasibility of extending the trail to Petersburg and Huntingdon.
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There are only a limited number of possible routes. Several key landowners who did not support
the trail extension in 1995 still oppose the trail. While alternative routes are available, the
topography and expenses of structures such as bridges makes these alternatives impractical. In
today’s economic climate, the expenses of these alternate routes make the funding of this trail
extension unworkable.
Since much of the identification and analysis of the existing physical conditions and the
historical and cultural resources were documented in the 1995 study and haven’t changed
significantly since that time, they are not extensively repeated in this study. Rather, a significant
part of this current effort has been devoted to investigating various potential routes.
Ultimately, implementation of the entire extension will likely not occur at the same time, but the
study offers definitive phases that will link facilities and municipalities in a coherent fashion, so
as to make the resource viable for trail users for each separate phase.
It is recommended that a total trail be implemented, using the alignments and existing
infrastructure currently available, with the ultimate goal being to gradually implement the
preferred option in its entirety, for the safest, most useful and most beneficial trail alignment.
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GOALS
STUDY PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of extending
the existing Lower Trail from its current easternmost terminus at Alfarata (just west of
Alexandria) to the Borough of Huntingdon. The study was also to investigate the most likely
routes and make recommendations as to which routes to pursue.
TRAIL DESIGN - GUIDING PRINCIPLES. Certain principles apply regardless of where the
trail is located. These principles are as follows:

●

USE THE EXISTING RAILROAD BED. Wherever possible, the trail should be
constructed on the existing railroad bed. The railroads did a superb job in constructing
the roadbed and this is highly advantageous to the construction of a trail. The railroad
bed normally has an excellent sub-base and base with good drainage features. This will
save money in trail construction as minimal base work is required. Additionally, existing
drainage features will help to protect the trail from erosion and flooding.

●

TRAILHEADS AND ROUTES. The trail should have logical beginning and ending
points; e.g. it should begin and end at a population center or near roads or access points.
Users should be able to access the trail at given locations and not have to retrace their
path back to the starting point.

●

CONNECTIVITY. It is desirable for the trail to provide connectivity to as many features
as possible along the route – population centers, recreation facilities, business or
commercial sites, historical features, schools, etc.

●

SAFETY AND SECURITY. For safety reasons, it is highly desirable for the trail to have
no road crossings at grade level. However, in many situations this is impossible without
constructing very elaborate, expensive cross-over structures. At-grade crossings must be
kept to a minimum and properly designed for safety. This applies to highways/roads,
railroads, or other such crossing where there is a hazardous interface between trail users
and any type of motorized traffic.

●

PROTECTION OF PROPERTY. The trail should be designed and constructed to protect
the trail from unauthorized access and to protect adjacent landowners from trespass by
trail users. In so far as possible natural features should be used to buffer the trail.
Changes in topography as well as earth berms and vegetative screens should be used, and
where necessary fences constructed to delineate trail boundaries. Fences should be
aesthetically pleasing and conform to typical local standards. When trail boundaries are
clearly delineated, trespass problems will be eliminated or greatly reduced.

TRAIL IMPLEMENTATION GOALS AND CONSIDERATIONS.
In order to
accommodate a variety of users, the trail should be designed and constructed to minimize any
conflicts among hikers and joggers, cyclists, bird watchers and other nature enthusiasts, and even
sportsmen. Although conflicts may never be completely eliminated a good design can minimize
them.
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●

One of the first items to be considered is whether the trail will be strictly non-motorized
or whether it will accommodate off-highway vehicles (OHV’s). Combining motorized
uses (dirt bikes, 4-wheelers, etc.) and slower moving users such as hikers and cyclists
raises safety and liability issues. Also, if the trail travels near residential areas or over
private property, motorized vehicle use can create an unacceptable environment for those
land owners. In order to eliminate these problems, it is recommended that the trail be
strictly non-motorized.

●

The width of the trail corridor should be at least 20 feet wide plus any additional width
required for proper drainage. This would include an 8-10 foot treadway and a five feet
wide berm or shoulder on each side of the treadway. The 10 feet wide treadway provides
adequate width for a two-way bike path and the five-feet wide shoulders will reduce
conflict between users by providing accommodations for hikers and equestrians not
moving at the speed of bicyclists. It also increases safety by providing a space for
bicyclists to move from the treadway to stop in the event of mechanical problems.

●

The treadway is the improved surface of the trail or the component of the trail used
primarily by cyclists and hikers. It is similar to the term cartway used in highway
construction. The entire trail corridor would consist of the treadway, the berm or
shoulder area(s) and any drainage facilities necessary to provide protection and drainage
of stormwater from the trail.

●

There are pro’s and con’s and options for surfacing the treadway of the trail. The
character of the trail; e.g. rural or urban in nature and the proposed uses should be
considered. Typical options include asphalt, crushed limestone, wood chips, or a natural
soil surface. Asphalt is more durable but is much more expensive. Asphalt also
encourages use by in-line skaters and skate boarders. Although not necessarily
undesirable, such use does add another group of users, creating additional potential
conflicts.

●

With construction and maintenance expenses, a balance between durability and costs
must be considered. In rural areas, in order to keep the trail as natural as possible and
still provide a durable surface at a reasonable cost, a treadway of crushed limestone is
recommended. Approaches to grade crossings of paved roads should be paved with
asphalt to provide good transition to and from the road cartway. In urban areas an
asphalt treadway surface may be more appropriate. Additionally, when the trail is
situated along a paved roadway, asphalt surfacing is most appropriate.

BASED ON THE ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS, IT IS RECOMMENDED:
● That the trail be designated as non-motorized use only.

●
●

That the treadway be constructed of crushed limestone.
That the trail corridor be a minimum of 20 feet wide (not including any drainage
requirements).
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HISTORY/OVERVIEW
Why Rail-Trails? Abandoned railroad corridors are naturally suited for conversion to
recreational trails. Due to limitations on locomotives, railroad grades usually did not exceed a
4% slope and the routes more often than not followed scenic routes along rivers, through valleys
and through passes in mountain ranges, making them excellent prospects for recreational trails.
They are also well-constructed with a stable base and drainage systems.

●

At their peak, railroad companies had constructed almost 300,000 miles of railroads in the
United States; over 270,000 miles of railroads were in operation in the early 1900’s.
However, by 1975 the nation’s rail network had shrunk to 192,000 miles; by the late 1980’s
only 140,000 miles of railroad remained in operation. Major rail carriers continue to abandon
almost 2,000 miles each year. Comparatively, only 50,000 miles of interstate highways have
been constructed. This means there are three times more abandoned railroad corridors than
interstate highways!

●

As standalone entities, these abandoned railroad corridors are often unsuitable for
commercial or private development – due to their narrow, linear nature. Converting
abandoned railroads into rail-trails enhances communities and countryside’s, improves the
quality of life and provides a network of public trails. Rail-trail conversions can also
preserve the history and heritage of our railroad transportation industry which played such a
key role in the building of our Nation, as they also provide economic revitalization
opportunities to local communities.

The Beginning of Rail-Trails. The Rails-To-Trails movement in the nation is large and
growing. The first Rail-Trail was the Illinois Prairie Path Trail – built in the mid-1960’s;
followed by the Elroy-Sparta Trail in Wisconsin in 1967; the Burke-Gilman Trail in Seattle,
Washington in 1978 and the Washington and Old Dominion Trail in Virginia in 1981

●

By 1985 when the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy was formed, there were only 75 rail-trails in
the United States. By 1992 the number had exploded to over 500. Six years later in 1998 the
number of trails had doubled to 1,000 rail-trails. As of February 2010 there are 1,597 railtrails stretching over 15,332 miles nationwide with an additional 720 trail projects and 8,800
miles of trail under development. [1]

●

On June 2, 1999, Pennsylvania opened its 100th rail-trail, and currently leads the nation in
the number of active rail-trails with a total of 138 trails consisting of 1,395 miles. Only
Wisconsin with 1,562 miles (80 trails), Michigan with 1,518 miles (129 trails) and Minnesota
with 1,461 (74 trails) have more miles of trail than Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has an
additional 54 trail projects underway which will add an additional 520 miles to the state. [2]

The Lower Trail. In December 1990, Rails-To-Trails of Blair County (now Rails-To-Trails of
Central Pennsylvania) acquired an 11-mile section of the abandoned Petersburg Branch of the
Pennsylvania Railroad corridor between Williamsburg and Alfarata (near Alexandria). A project
manager was hired in August 1991 and planning and design of the trail started.
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●

After delays, questions of ownership of the corridor were settled
in favor of the trail group, and the original 11-mile Lower Trail
was completed in October 1994. Almost immediately various
voices were clamoring to extend the trail westward to Canoe
Creek, Hollidaysburg and beyond, and eastward to Petersburg
and Huntingdon.

●

In June of 1999, a 3.25-mile section of the railroad corridor from Ganister to Flowing Spring
(near Canoe Creek) was acquired by Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania. A project
manager was hired in August of that year, and during the next
several months an additional 2.25-miles of corridor was
acquired through purchases and leases of right-of-way.

●

On May 23, 2004 the 5.5-mile long Canoe Creek extension of
the Lower Trail was opened, making the Lower Trail 16.5
miles long; from Alfarata (near Alexandria) in Huntingdon
County to Flowing Spring (near Canoe Creek) in Blair
County.

Alfarata to Huntingdon Trail Extension. Almost simultaneously with the opening of the
original 11-mile Lower Trail, there was interest in extending the trail. Efforts to extend the trail
eastward to Huntingdon in 1995 were unsuccessful due to resistance from a few landowners and
absence of official support. Successful completion of the Canoe Creek extension 6-miles
westward from Williamsburg in 2004, helped provide impetus to again look at extending the trail
eastward to Huntingdon.

●

Prior Efforts. A previous feasibility study to investigate possible trail routes from the eastern
terminus of the Lower trail at Alfarata to the Borough of Huntingdon was conducted in 1995.
That study looked at a number of potential routes including many also considered in this
current study. The 1995 study recommended a number of trail alignments with a variety of
segments which could be implemented as a whole or individually to provide connectivity
from Alexandria to Huntingdon. This study was never implemented due to landowner
opposition along the preferred route, and the expense and degree of difficulty of other
options. Additionally, proponents of the trail extension seemed to have lost their passion for
this trail

●

Current Effort. Although the 1995 study recommendations were not implemented, a number
of changes suggested that another study be undertaken to assess the feasibility of extending
the trail to Huntingdon. The ownership of several parcels of land had changed since the
earlier effort and the public perception of trails had also improved. Additionally, this trail
would be part of The Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway™, a 320-mile
long, 2-mile wide corridor that follows the path of the historic Pennsylvania Main line Canal
between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg. The Main line Canal Greenway was designated
Pennsylvania’s Millennium Legacy Trail – part of a network of trails across America
potentially linking heritage, culture and recreation, and seen as nationally significant. Along
its route, there are opportunities for walking and biking, natural area study, exploration of
6

walking and biking, natural area study, exploration of historically and culturally significant
sites, boating and fishing, horseback riding, driving tours, and many other activities.
The concept of this corridor stretching from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg was first introduced in
1998 following a decade of effort to grow and develop the area between Johnstown and
Altoona as a heritage area that celebrates the industrial history of the Allegheny Ridge area.
The 1992 designation of The Allegheny Ridge State Heritage Park, the increasing interest in
linking this resource to other conservation and discovery projects in the area, and the White
House’s interest in marking the turn of the century with the naming of a set of Millennium
Trail projects all came together as the foundation of the Main Line Canal Greenway concept.
In 2001, the State of Pennsylvania adopted a statewide Greenways Action Plan and through
the funding source made available through that effort, the Allegheny Ridge Corporation in
2002 was able to initiate the formal meetings and discussions that have led to the
development of this plan.
Incidental to this study is an on-going effort to determine the feasibility of extending the
Lower Trail westward from the Flowing Spring Trailhead through the Canal Basin Park at
Hollidaysburg and continuing on through to the eastern terminus of the National Parks
Service Six-through-Ten trail.
As an extension of the Lower, a trail between Alfarata and Huntingdon will be a key section
of the Main Line Canal Greenway. With the emphasis on this corridor by both Federal and
State agencies, the recommendations included in this study will provide the connective link
necessary to make this Greenway plan possible.

●

Local Trail Use Statistics. As an indicator of potential trail use and the need for an extension
of the Lower Trail, a 2008 trail use study conducted by Rails-to-Trails of Central
Pennsylvania was reviewed for pertinent information. Extracts from this study are included
at Appendix A (Trail User Data – Extracted from Lower Trail Study).

Notes:
[1] Rails to Trails Conservancy, http://www.railstotrails.org/aboutUs/history/index.html
[2] Rails to Trails Conservancy, Northeast Region, http://www.railstotrail.org/our work/
where we work/northeast/index.html
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LEGAL FEASIBILITY
ACQUISITION OF TRAIL CORRIDOR
For planning purposes, any corridor acquired for the trial should be a minimum of twenty feet
wide plus any additional width needed for drainage ditches. Sections of the abandoned
Petersburg Branch Railroad corridor could possibly be acquired by fee-simple purchase but most
of the land would be acquired through a leased right-of-way. Appendix B provides a sample trail
easement agreement that is based on the model Trail Easement Agreement provided by the
Pennsylvania Land Trust Association.
Two common methods for acquiring the land required for trail placement are outright purchase
of the land or acquisition of an easement or right-of-way. The table below indicates primary
differences in these two methods. All of the land along the proposed routes investigated in this
study; with the exception of publically owned roads or highways, is in private ownership.
It must be noted that if the land is to be acquired by Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania or
any other private corporation, the process of eminent domain does NOT apply. Furthermore, if
the land should be acquired by the state or federal government, the use of eminent domain for a
recreational trail corridor is not in keeping with the purposes of eminent domain.
LAND ACQUISITION OPTIONS
OPTION

Purchase

Easement

PROS
Have complete control over property
Own any improvements made
Control use of land
Can place any structure on corridor
Could sell easement rights to utilities
Potential resale

CONS
Have all legal liabilities
Responsible to maintain all land
May be more costly
May have to pay taxes
Assume any potential contamination liability
Subject to any previous encumbrances

Lower initial cost
Lease could be broken
Environmental obligations remain
with owner
Lease period could shield operating costs
Maintenance may be lower
Owner may have liability of property

Don’t have complete control over land
Could lose investment
Owner may impose sever restrictions on lease

Would require only land necessary for
trail
Owner still pays taxes

Usually for a finite period of time
Conditions in lease may vary between landowners
Improvements enhance value to owner, not
lessee
Improvements may require owner approval
May affect access to state and/or federal funds

The acquisition method will depend upon the final alignment of the trial corridor, negotiations
with land owner, and the specific funding source for acquisition. Some federal and state funding
sources will only provide funds for trail development on purchased land, since leased property
may at some time revert to the landowner.
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Private Support. At the present time, landowners of and adjacent to the preferred alignment have
been contacted by letter. Many have not responded, and it is obvious from meetings and
discussions that at least three individuals will not be supportive and several others are ambivalent
or negative, but may eventually be supportive. Please refer to Appendix (C) for a list of
landowners who will be affected, their general level of support, and other pertinent data.
Institutional and Municipal Support. Regarding corporate or institutional support, Norfolk
Southern Railroad has not indicated a willingness to support any trail alignment which falls on
their property. The Bureau of Prisons (Huntingdon and Smithfield Correctional Facilities) were
involved only at the local level as far as reviewing the proposed alignment, and would
necessarily involve participation from a higher level as far as utilization of their lands, and there
were concerns expressed as far as a proposed trail impacting their water supply, as well as
security concerns. It is felt that these could be adequately addressed in a design phase for the
trail, but will still require approvals and agreements at the State government level.
Smithfield Township has expressed in a letter (see Appendix D) that they are not supporting
a trail which ends at their Riverside Park in the Village of Smithfield, a logical terminus for
the trail.
Porter, Logan and Oneida Townships have not offered support or rejection of the proposed
trail concept or alignment. The Boroughs of Huntingdon and Petersburg and Alexandria
seem to be favoring the trail, but no public statements have been presented from these
entities. The Juniata Valley School District is an implied supporter of the trail as the high
school/middle school campus would gain direct access to the trail from its property. No state
game lands or state parks are impacted by any of the proposed alignments.
Of elected officials, only one, a Huntingdon County Commissioner has gone on the record as
being in opposition to the trail project.
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NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY

● Introduction
This section describes the existing natural and cultural resources found in the area of the
proposed trail. Although not an Environmental Assessment, per se, it describes the conditions
found along the corridor and the potential impact to the natural resources, cultural resources,
socioeconomic
conditions, AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT - The affected environment is the
and the impact of visitor use if existing environment that might or would be affected by the
a trail should be constructed. proposed action. It consists of natural resources, cultural
In other words it describes the resources, socioeconomic conditions, and visitor use.
Affected Environment in the
corridor. These findings could be used as a basis for a future Environmental Assessment if
required.

● Physiography and Topography
The general area addressed by this study lies within the Juniata River basin. The specific area is
an approximate 6-mile section of former railroad corridor situated between Alfarata and
Petersburg and an additional 8.3 miles paralleling the Juniata River as it flows eastward from
Petersburg to the Borough of Huntingdon. A spectacular gorge carved by the Juniata River
extends from Petersburg to Huntingdon. This is the only remaining major water gap in
Pennsylvania without a highway; and it provides spectacular views of the ridges and river and
the Oriskany sandstone formations. It possesses diverse flora and fauna. These are significant
attractions drawing tourists, hikers, bikers, nature lovers and other outdoor recreational uses.
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The area is located in the Appalachian Mountain section of the Valley and Ridge physiographic
province, which is characterized by a series of parallel valley and ridges oriented in a southwest
to northeast direction. The Frankstown Branch and the Larger Juniata River meander through
steep forested mountains, rolling farmland, and isolated riverbank communities, and scattered
farmsteads. At times the river is remote and inaccessible as it squeezes through steep shoulders
of mountains, at other times human presence is obvious where railroad tracks, roads, and
buildings crowd the rivers edge. Some features observable from the corridor are Tussey
Mountain and Warrior Ridge, where the Juniata River Gorge has been carved. The valleys,
which vary in width from 2 to 3 miles, are drained by fast-flowing streams that flow into the
slower-moving river. Topography along the river is steep in the gorge areas and gently rolling
elsewhere. Geologic tilting, folding, and erosion have produced mountains and valleys that
extend from elevations of 750 feet at the base to crests of 2,000 feet above sea level.
The four seasons are sharply defined throughout this part of Pennsylvania. Rainfall averaging 39
inches annually supports a variety of lush vegetation. Annual snowfall averages 25 to 42 inches.

● Soils
The proposed trail passes over several soil associations within Huntingdon County, including
Hublersburg-Murrill-Opequon and Laidig-Hazelton-Buchanan. These soils consist of gently
sloping to very steep, deep, well-drained soils that are weathered from acid sandstone, quartzite,
and shale and are found on mountain ridges and foot slopes. Portions of the route of the
proposed trail have been affected by excavation as a result of the building of the Pennsylvania
Canal and subsequent cut and fill when the railroad was built. Specific soils found along various
sections of the proposed trail and any limitations to development in that particular soil type must
be determined by additional on-site investigations once a specific route had been determined.

● Vegetation
The proposed trail is within the Appalachian Oak Forest section of the Eastern Deciduous Forest
Province. Undisturbed areas within this province typically consist of temperate deciduous forest
dominated by tall, broad-leafed trees that provide a continuous and relatively dense canopy.
Woodland has been cleared in valleys and on benches and other less steep terrain for agriculture
and assorted development. The existing Allegheny hardwood forests are primarily second growth
because the area was heavily logged in the 19th and early 20th centuries. From 1800 to 1890,
lumbering involved scattered, sporadic harvesting of the larger trees of selected species. From
1890 to 1920, and in some areas through 1930, most of the forests were clearcut.
The dominant woodland cover type in the region is the oak-hickory type, comprising
approximately 56-60% of area forests. This type generally consists of white oak, red oak, and
hickory, although black oak and chestnut oak are dominant in some areas. Other prevalent
woodland cover types include the maple-beech-birch and the elm-ash-red maple type, occupying
21-22% and 9-10% of areas forests, respectively.

● Wildlife and Aquatic Life
Forests and open woodlands are major habitats for wildlife in the river corridor. Pasture and
croplands are of secondary importance, with rural and urban areas providing some habitat for
11

species that are tolerant of this type environment. Wildlife species occurring along the corridor
are typical of deciduous forest and agricultural habitats in the northeastern U.S. In general,
wildlife is predominantly upland in character. Aquatic and semi-aquatic species are found where
suitable habitat occurs in and along steams and ponds in the corridor.
Birds, the most conspicuous and abundant animal life, can be seen and heard in all habitats
during all seasons. Besides nearly 200 species of birds, the corridor contains approximately 50
species of mammals, 25 of amphibians, and 40 of fish. Important terrestrial game species
occupying area habitats include white-tailed deer, wild turkey, black bear, woodcock, ruffed
grouse, gray squirrel, and cottontail rabbit. Mourning doves, various species of ducks and
occasional Canadian Geese are also found in and along the river corridor.
Water quality directly affects the presence of game fish in many streams in Pennsylvania.
Common warm water game fish species occurring in area streams include smallmouth bass, rock
bass, brown bullhead, and redbreast sunfish. Common cold water game fish species occurring in
area streams include brown trout and brook trout. Fish species found in the Frankstown Branch
include brown trout, carp, catfish and suckers. Smaller tributaries have some of these species as
well as brook trout, rainbow trout, and sculpins. Some waters have sufficient numbers of trout,
primarily brown trout, to qualify for wild trout management. Frankstown Branch is stocked with
trout in two locations. The major fisheries in the corridor waters contain brown trout, rock and
smallmouth bass, bluegill, pickerel, bullhead catfish, carp, and suckers.

●

Threatened, Endangered, or Special Concern Species. Using the resources of The
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) which provides information, expertise, and
assistance to support the conservation of biological diversity; a listing of threatened, endangered
or special concern species has been generated. The listings provided below contain only species
of special concern in the Upper Juniata River Watershed/Huntingdon County, PA, not all
species. The key for the rankings show in the following charts can be found in Appendix E and
additional information may be found at www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us.
UPPER JUNIATA WATERSHED MAMMAL SPECIES
Scientific Name
Myotis leibii
Myotis septentrionalis
Myotis sodaliss
Neotoma magister

Common Name
Eastern Small-footed Bat
Northern Bat
Indiana or Social Bat
Allegheny Woodrat

UPPER JUNIATA WATERSHED BIRD SPECIES
Scientific Name
Accipiter gentilis
Cistothorus palustris
Falco peregrinus
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Ixobrychus exilis
Podilymbus podiceps
Tyto alba

Common Name
Northern Goshawk
Marsh Wren
Peregrine Falcon
Bald Eagle
Least Bittern
Pied-billed Grebe
Barn Owl
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PNDI Rank

Global

State

G3
G4
G2
G3G4

S1B,S1N
S3B,S3N
SUB,S1N
S3

PNDI Rank

Global

State

G5
G5
G4
G5
G5
G5
G5

S2S3B,S3N
S2S3B
S1B,S1N
S2B
S1B
S3B,S4N
S3B,S3N

Legal Status

Federal State
PT
LE

PE
PT

Legal Status

Federal State
CR
CR
PE
PT
PE
CR
CR

UPPER JUNIATA WATERSHED REPTILE SPECIES
Scientific Name
Crotalus horridus

Common Name
Timber Rattlesnake

UPPER JUNIATA WATERSHED PLANT SPECIES
Scientific Name
Aplectrum hyemale
Carex buxbaumii
Carex eburnea
Cypripedium reginae
Delphinium exaltatum
Lathyrus ochroleucus
Lithospermum canescens
Melica nitens
Oenothera argillicola
Onosmodium molle var.
hispidissimum
Orontium aquaticum
Scirpus ancistrochaetus
Sida hermaphrodita
Thalictrum coriaceum
Zizania aquatica

Common Name
Puttyroot
Brown Sedge
Ebony Sedge
Showy Lady's-slipper
Tall Larkspur
Wild-pea
Hoary Puccoon
Three Flowered Melic grass
Shale-barren Evening-primrose
False Gromwell
Golden Club
Northeastern Bulrush
Sida
Thick-leaved Meadow-rue
Annual Wild Rice

UPPER JUNIATA WATERSHED INSECT SPECIES
Scientific Name
Nastra lherminier
Somatochlora elongate
Speyeria idalia

Common Name
Swarthy Skipper
Ski-tailed Emerald
Regal Fritillary

PNDI Rank

Global

State

G4

S3,S4

PNDI Rank

Legal Status

Federal State
PC

Legal Status

Global

State

G5
G5
G5
G4
G3
G4G5
G5
G5
G3G4

S3
S3
S1
S2
S1
S1
S2
S2
S2

PR
TU
PE
PT
PE
PT
N
PT
PT

G4G5T4

S1

PE

G5
G3
G3
G4

S4
S3
S2
S2

PNDI Rank

Global

State

G5
G5
G3

S3
S2
S1

Federal

State

LE

PR
PE
PE
PE
PR

Legal Status

Federal State

The Pennsylvania Authority for Plants, Birds and Mammals and Fish, Amphibians, Reptiles and
Aquatic Organisms are as follows:
Native Plant Species Legislative Authority: Title 17 Chapter 45, Conservation of Native Wild
Plants, January 1, 1988; Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
Wild Birds and Mammals Legislative Authority: Title 34 Chapter 133, Game and Wildlife Code,
revised Dec. 1, 1990, Pennsylvania Game Commission.
Fish, Amphibians, Reptiles, and Aquatic Organisms Legislative Authority: Title 30, Chapter 75,
Fish and Boat Code, revised February 9, 1991; Pennsylvania Fish Commission
The Federal Authority for plant and animal species is: Native Plant and Animal Species
Legislative Authority: United States Endangered Species Act of 1973: Public Law 93-205. U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service
The above species are known to occupy, under certain conditions, a variety of urban/developed,
agricultural, rangeland, forest, water, and wetland habitats that occur near or adjacent to the
proposed trail route. However, no specific breeding or nesting sites have been identified for
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mammals and birds within the trail route study area. These species most likely use the trail route
vicinity as foraging habitat, or are transient or migratory species.

● Water Resources
The proposed trail route follows the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River and the Juniata
River, draining into the Susquehanna River Basin. Tributary steams flowing into the Frankstown
Branch include Water Street Run and the Little Juniata River. Tributary streams flowing into the
Juniata River in the proposed trail corridor include Emma Creek, Shaver’s Creek and several
unnamed intermittent tributaries.
The Juniata River is an important local waterway for fishing and, to a lesser extent, canoeing and
kayaking. The amount and variety of fish are somewhat limited because the river has been
polluted, primarily by the mining and paper industries, agriculture, and sewage. Recent pollution
abatement efforts have resulted in cleaner water and better fishing along the route.
Canoeing, kayaking and tubing are seasonal activities because water levels are low most of the
year. Canoeing is feasible throughout the trail corridor in late winter and early spring. Especially
wet springs extend the season from the middle to the end of April on the Frankstown Branch.
Later, shallows become troublesome and short portages are often necessary. The Frankstown
Branch has a steeper gradient than the Juniata and during high water is considered a good, fast
run with rapids of medium difficulty.
The Pennsylvania Scenic Rivers Act P.L. 1277 Act 283 of 1972, as amended by Act 110 of May
7, 1982, authorized a state scenic rivers system. This act specified procedures for designation of
river segments to have outstanding aesthetic and recreational values. In 1975 an inventory of
drainage basins was compiled through the combined efforts of the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Task Force, Pennsylvania’s 10 regional
planning agencies, and many interested groups and individuals.

●

Floodplains. Floodplains are an integral part of the topography and geology of the
Appalachian Valley and Ridge physiographic provinces. Examination of Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) National Flood Insurance maps indicates that the corridor for the
proposed trail extension is within the 100-year floodplains for most of its length. FEMA is in the
process of revising the National Flood Insurance Maps (NFIM) with more accurate digital data.
With the new maps, much of the proposed trail corridor will remain in the 100-year flood plain.

● Wetlands. Both riverine and palustrine wetlands are identified by National Wetlands
Inventory maps as occurring near the proposed trail route. Riverine wetlands occur adjacent to
the trail route along the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River. These wetlands consist of
streams with defined channels, high gradients, with relatively fast water velocities, and yearround water flows. Palustrine wetlands are often found adjacent to this type of wetland system.
Palustrine systems include vegetated wetlands traditionally called marshes, swamps, bogs, fens,
and prairies, as well as ponds. These wetlands are usually dominated by trees, shrubs, and a
variety of emergent plants. This type of wetland occurs in many places near the planned trail
route, primarily along intermittent or perennial tributaries such as Emma Creek, Shaver’s Creek
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and several unnamed tributaries. In general, these wetlands are situated shoreward from the river
channel, on river floodplains, and on islands within streams.

● Climate and Air Quality
The climate of the project area is classified as humid continental, and is characterized by warm
summers and cold winters. The four seasons are sharply defined throughout this part of
Pennsylvania. Rainfall averaging 39 inches annually supports a variety of lush vegetation.
Annual snowfall averages 25 to 42 inches. The growing season generally extends from early
May to late September, and typically ranges between 140 and 170 days. About 55-60% of the
average annual precipitation occurs from April through September.

● Hazardous Materials
Initial reconnaissance revealed no evidence of hazardous materials along the proposed trail route,
however, minor unauthorized trash dumping has occurred at several locations along the proposed
trail corridor and small amounts of trash have been dumped in several other areas. A precursory
look at these sites revealed no evidence of any hazardous materials; however, a more complete
examination is required prior to removing and disposing of any trash found at these sites.

● CULTURAL RESOURCES
Southwestern Pennsylvania is recognized for its major contribution to America’s Industrial
development. Although agriculture was a mainstay to the early economy, transportation was the
original growth industry in western Pennsylvania. The transportation industry supported and was
followed by iron and steel production.

● Historical Overview
The Juniata traverses a river valley rich in history and transportation and industrial heritage. The
Juniata River and its valley have been used and influenced by Native Americans and settlers for
hundreds of years. The east-west oriented valley was an attractive route through the Allegheny
Mountains to lands farther west. Fur traders, missionaries, explorers, and pioneers began
moving west along the valley in the 1700’s, using Indian paths and then building crude roads.
The first settlers in the valley were largely Scottish and Irish people who immigrated for
religious reasons. They were followed by a large influx of German immigrants. Industry and
settlement remained sparse because of the area’s isolation and the difficulty of transportation.
The Juniata River, including the Frankstown Branch, became one of the early main travel arteries
through the interior of Pennsylvania to the Ohio Valley. Trading preceded agriculture as an early
inducement for settlement along the western Juniata. Several outposts were built in key locations
in the mid-1700’s. Communities coalesced around trading establishments at what became,
among others, Frankstown and Huntingdon, during the middle of the 18th century. Forts built to
protect settlers from Indian warfare also encouraged settlement on adjacent tracts of land.
In 1771 the Pennsylvania Assembly declared the Juniata River a public waterway and highway
for navigational purposes, thereby acknowledging the river’s social and economic importance to
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the colony. While the pronouncement increased travel and trade in the region, it was not until
after the Revolutionary War that settlement increased all along the Pennsylvania frontier.
The Juniata Valley became a major turnpike route between east and west in the early 1800’s, and
beginning in 1821 the Huntingdon, Cambria and Indiana Turnpike routed traffic west through the
mountains. A number of agricultural settlements had evolved along the Juniata by then, usually
at key convergence points of trails or water tributaries. In time the valley, with its rich soil,
became noted for its production of grains and grasses. It also supported large numbers of horse,
cattle and sheep. Industries associated with agriculture that were established in the region
included woolen mills, gristmills, flourmills and breweries.
The coming of the Pennsylvania Main Line Canal in the 1830’s transformed the largely selfsustaining settlements into communities that
were economically grounded in industry and
transportation. The Juniata Division of the
Canal followed the Juniata River upstream
from the Susquehanna River west to
Hollidaysburg. Iron production, already
dominant, increased profoundly with improved
accessibility to markets. Communities along
the Juniata blossomed with their new
accessibility and the opportunity for
transporting goods to major marketplaces.
Mining and industry prospered. The Mount
Etna iron furnace and other Juniata River area furnaces enjoyed previously unmatched
prosperity.
When the Pennsylvania Railroad, which was completed in 1850, replaced the canal, some
communities were bypassed and their economies suffered. Those not bypassed continued to
grow and prosper. Most communities in the Juniata River corridor further benefited when the
Pennsylvania Railroad augmented and then superseded the canal enterprise. Even those
communities that were initially bypassed by the main line of the Railroad experienced economic
growth as Branch rail lines were constructed to serve those communities and as alternate routes
to handle overflow from the main line. Iron production declined in the 1870’s because of
competition from modern furnaces in Pittsburgh, but limestone quarrying and processing
operations increased as did sand quarrying and the manufacture of silica bricks in the late 1800’s.
Since 1900 most communities in the Juniata Valley Corridor have alternated between periods of
prosperity and periods of depression. Increases in automobiles and trucking have somewhat
reversed the effects of diminishing industrial productivity in areas without rail transportation.
Further offsetting periodic economic strife since the 1950s has been the infusion of small retail
and manufacturing plants that have bolstered and continue to supplement the area’s economy.
The Juniata Valley has not been spared by economic depression that has affected other mining
and industrial communities. Unemployment is high, and population is decreasing in many areas.
However, the Juniata Valley represents a long history of American efforts to survive in the
wilderness and create a strong nation. The cultural heritage of the valley is great, as is its natural
beauty, and these attributes may help bring people and economic prosperity back to the valley.
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● Preservation of Cultural Resources
Some of the most significant cultural resources in the region are found along the length of the
proposed trail and others are located in close proximity. These cultural resources are directly
related to the heritage preservation theme of transportation and iron and steel making. The
remnants of the Pennsylvania Canal found along the corridor are a vital component of the
planned Pennsylvania Main Line Canal Greenway.
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470) requires federal
agencies with jurisdiction over federal, federally assisted, or federally licensed project to “take
into account the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or object that is
included in the National Register.” This also includes any feature determined to be eligible or
may have potential for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
Cultural resources along the proposed trail are as listed below.

● Juniata Division, Pennsylvania Main Line Canal.
Many features from the Pennsylvania Main Line Canal exist on and adjacent to the proposed trail
route. Some are readily visible while for others only faint evidence is visible to the casual
observer; and these require further exploration in order to reveal the true extent and nature of the
remnants.
In the Borough of Alexandria a canal boat turning basin and two canal locks existed. Since the
canal has long since been filled in, these features are not now readily visible but some
archeological exploration may find traces of these features. Signage with a depiction of these
features should be erected to indicate the location. (Point A on Location Map at Appendix F)

(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

The canal and the locks and turning basin are
shown on an 1873 map of the Borough of
Alexandria. (Shown right) (Point A on Location
Map at Appendix F)
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One mile east of Alexandria, near what was once the village of Neff and adjacent to the trail
route, two canal locks were located. Again, some archeological exploration and signage would
enhance the visitor experience in using the trail. (Point B on Location Map at Appendix F)

(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

East of Neff, near the path of the proposed trail route,
abutments and mid-stream piers from an aqueduct
which carried the canal over the Frankstown Branch of
the Juniata River are visible in the river at Lat/Long
Coordinates 40º 32ʹ 43″ N, 78º 04ʹ 20″ W. An
interpretative sign on the trail close to this location
would add to the historical value of the trail. (Point C
on Location Map at Appendix F)
(At right from 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper
Juniata Division based on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer
of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

These river piers remaining from this extremely interesting feature
can still be seen from overhead photography (Photo at right) as well
as from ground level near the river.
NOTE: Periodically, mention of Latitude and Longitude coordinates
are mentioned for the purpose of easy and exact location of certain
features and elements occurring along the proposed trail.
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Further east, beside
Burket Lane, there are
traces of the canal
channel visible - two
canal locks and a canal
boat turning basin. If the
trail follows this route,
an interpretative sign
showing these features
along
with
an
explanation would add to
the heritage value of the
trail. (Point D on
Location
Map
at
Appendix F)
(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

The next canal feature about 1500 feet further east along Burket Lane is a fairly large basin and
an outlet lock where the canal exited into the river for slack water navigation in water impounded
by the canal system dam at Petersburg. These features are still visible along Burket Lane. (Point
E on Location Map at Appendix F)

(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).
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The next canal feature is the dam
and lock at Petersburg where the
boats left the slack water
navigation of the river and
entered the canal channel. Traces
of the dam are visible in overhead
photography of this area. (Point F
on Location Map at Appendix F)

(Shown above right as extracted
from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based on a survey by A.J. Whitney,
Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

At Canal Lock #43, a
tow
path
bridge
crossed the river for
use by the mules that
towed
the
canal
boats. Water backed
up from the Warrior
Ridge Power Dam
has inundated this
area and the river
piers are not readily
visible.
Additional
investigation into this
area is required to
determine to what
extend canal features
are still extant. (Point
G on Location Map
at Appendix F)
(Shown above right as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division
based on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).
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The Warrior Ridge Power Dam built in 1911 is visible from
the proposed trail. The current dam is at the same location
of a canal dam and lock constructed circa 1834.
The power dam obliterated any visible trace of the old canal
dam and lock. (Point H on Location Map at Appendix F)

(Shown above right as extracted from an 1884 Map of the

Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based on a
survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
At left is current overhead
photography of the Dam site showing the Warrior Ridge
Power Dam).

The next canal feature is downstream
from the Warrior Ridge Power Dam in
the vicinity of the high-tension power
lines crossing the river. Near this point
there were two canal locks where the
canal exited into the river for slackwater navigation. (Point I on Location
Map at Appendix F)
(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).
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A number canal features were located in the Borough of
Huntingdon. Huntingdon was the dividing point between
the Lower Juniata Division and the Upper Juniata
Division of the Pennsylvania Canal. The Lower Juniata
Division stretched some 90 miles from “The Junction” at
Duncans Island to Huntingdon. The Upper Juniata
Division was 37 miles long from Huntingdon to
Hollidaysburg. Canal Lock #40 was the beginning of the
Upper Juniata Division. (Point J on Location Map at
Appendix F). In addition to this lock, additional locks,
including a weigh lock was located in the Borough of
Huntingdon. However, later construction and flooding
have obliterated these features.

(Shown above as extracted from an 1884 Map of the Pennsylvania Canal, Upper Juniata Division based
on a survey by A.J. Whitney, Engineer of Right-Of-Way for the Pennsylvania Railroad).

●The Pennsylvania Railroad
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania chartered the construction of a rail
line from Harrisburg to Pittsburgh and in 1846 the Pennsylvania Railroad
(PRR) was incorporated. The burgeoning railroad quickly rendered the
Main Line Canal system obsolete and in 1857 the PRR purchased the entire
“Main line of the Public Works of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania” (as
the canal and railroad system was formerly known) including all “real estate,
shops, locomotives, cars and other property connected therewith” for the sum
of seven and one-half million dollars.
As a condition of the sale, the PRR was to continue to operate those portions of the “Main line of
the Public Works” which were still usable. Portions of the canal system continued to be operated
by the PRR; or a subsidiary company, the Pennsylvania Canal Company, until the mid-1890’s.
In 1872 a rail line was constructed from Hollidaysburg to Williamsburg and that portion of the
canal was abandoned. In 1875 the canal from Williamsburg to Petersburg was abandoned
followed by abandonment of the Petersburg to Huntingdon portion of the canal in 1876.
In constructing the railroad westward from Huntingdon, the PRR chose to follow the Little
Juniata River to Tyrone and on to Altoona rather than follow the route of the old Pennsylvania
Canal along the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River from Petersburg to Alexandria, to
Williamsburg and then on to Hollidaysburg. A branch line between Petersburg and
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Williamsburg was completed in 1897 known variously as the “Petersburg Branch of the
Pennsylvania Railroad” or in later years as the “Hollidaysburg-Petersburg Secondary Line.”
Although much of the current Norfolk Southern main
line is visible from the proposed trail corridor, making
it an attraction for railroad buffs, very little of the older
railroad remnants are visible from the proposed trail
corridor.
One exception is the railroad bridge over the Little
Juniata River located on the abandoned Petersburg
Branch approximately 125 feet east of Township Road
TR-618/River Road. (40° 33´ 51˝ N 78° 04´ 03˝ W)
(Railroad bridge showing abutment and mid-steam pier shown above, looking downstream on the Little
Juniata River)
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ROUTE ASSESSMENT
Potential Routes. This study investigated all potential routes from
Alfarata to Huntingdon. Some met with obstacles from the very
beginning. For example, the Norfolk Southern main line Railroad
runs through the spectacular Juniata River Gorge from Petersburg
to Huntingdon where there is adequate room to construct a trail
beside the active railroad. This concept is known as “Rails with
Trails” and has been implemented safely in other locations
throughout the nation. Although there are perceived safety and
liability issues with a trail beside an active railroad, Rails-withTrails has proven safe with minimal accidents attributed to trial
construction, operation and use. The initial contact with a Norfolk
Southern representative regarding the use of the railroad corridor was met with a decisive NO!
No written response was received to the initial contact letter - only a phone message on a voice
recorder.
Another potential route considered was State Road
4005/Alexandria Pike between Alexandria and Huntingdon.
However, this route required crossing Warrior Ridge.
Elevation differentials of 500 feet exist. A trail utilizing this
route will result in grades of up to 11%. Even with
construction of switch-backs, which would necessitate
acquisition of large parcels of land, grades would still approach
7-8%, which would be very difficult for all but the most
physically fit trail users, and would not meet ADA
accessibility standards.
Another potential route would use Township Road 618/River Road between Alexandria and
Petersburg. At certain locations on this road, the
space between the hillside and the river is limited and
would require excavation of the hillside and even
retaining structures in order to provide adequate
space for the trail. This route is still listed as a
potential trail alignment, however, the physical
limitations, safety concerns and cost of using this
route will need to be addressed.
Another route alternative would
involve the use of streets and roads
to accommodate the trail corridor.
This is required in the Boroughs of
Alexandria and Huntingdon or where
there is no other route available. It is
understood that utilizing this option
will be required as an interim (and
possibly long-term) solution. Note
the bike lanes paralleling the vehicular cartway in this photograph of Pottstown, PA.
.
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PREFERRED ROUTE TO HUNTINGDON.
This section describes the Preferred Route and then provides several alternative segments to be
utilized until the preferred route is available. An abandoned railroad corridor is not currently
available along the entire route, so by necessity some portions of the trail cannot be constructed
on a rail bed. With some exceptions, the abandoned Petersburg
Branch is available from the end of the existing trail at
Alfarata to the vicinity of Petersburg. An abandoned
railroad corridor is currently not available for a route from
Petersburg to Huntingdon; however, the gorge through
which the Juniata River flows provides a natural corridor,
rich in history and natural beauty for a hiking and biking trail
to Huntingdon.
Based on the guiding principles for a trail, the most suitable corridor for a trail from the existing
Lower Trailhead in Alfarata to Huntingdon is as described in the following paragraphs.
Additionally, a separate spur to Petersburg is described, branching off from the preferred route.
Finally, alternative segments are described with the intent of using them until the preferred
alignment is available. A complete description of the points listed for the preferred route is
found in Appendix G, and a description of the alternative Segments is found in Appendix H.
Maps depicting these routes are shown in Appendix L
Preferred Route
Segment 1
Starting at the end of the existing Lower Trail at Alfarata (POINT A), the trail would cross
State Road 4014/Main Street with a grade crossing and follow the abandoned railroad for
approximately 1800 feet on parcel 38-05-84, then continuing along the railroad corridor for 2700
feet on parcel 38-05-84.1 to the Porter Township Line.
The trail would cross State Road 4004/Baree Road and would then follow Shelton Avenue in
Porter Township for 1950 feet to the Borough of Alexandria. It would then continue along
Shelton Avenue in the Borough of Alexandria for 1690 feet to the intersection with High Street.
The trail would then turn right onto High Street and follow High Street for 500 feet to State
Route 305 (POINT B)
Segment 2
From this Point (POINT B), the trail would then follow State Route 305 for approximately
300 feet to a point near the intersection of Main Street and Juniata Valley Pike where it would
again follow the abandoned railroad corridor.
At this point the trail would follow the abandoned railroad for 3600 feet on parcel 38-0642.2. This owner of this portion of the railroad is willing to work with the trail group for use of
the corridor.
As previously stated the best route for the trail is to follow the abandoned railroad; however,
at this point the next two segments of the old railroad corridor are owned by land owners who do
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not want to have the trail travel on this route. Although this route is currently not available, it is
described herein as the most suitable route to take.
The trail would then continue on the abandoned railroad for 1800 feet on parcel 38-09-09.2
until it intersects with SR-4005/Alexadria Pike (POINT C). This parcel is owned by a
landowner who is not willing to have the trail placed on his property.
Segment 3
At this point, crossing State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike (POINT C), the trail would
continue on the abandoned railroad for 3600 feet on parcel 38-09-09.2 crossing Coddington Lane
and continuing on parcel 38-09-09.2 for an another 2800 feet to where it crosses Township Route
482/Shade Lane. (POINT D)
Segment 4
At this point (POINT D), the trail would continue on the abandoned railroad for 2250 feet on
parcel 38-06-42, then continuing on Parcel 38-06-45 for 2000 feet. Then, continuing the
abandoned railroad for 2490 feet on parcel 38-06-42.1 crossing Township Road 618/River Road.
(POINT E),
This route would take the trail to the rear of the Juniata Valley High School/Middle School
Campus and would provide access for the schools. A highly desirable feature would be a
connection between both Alexandria and Petersburg to the Campus providing a safe and secure
route for children to walk or cycle to school. It would also provide a facility to be used by the
Juniata Valley Schools for training of athletic teams and general physical fitness programs.
To this point, the preferred trail route to Huntingdon and the route to Petersburg follow the
same alignment. At this point (POINT E), however, the trail would branch into two directions;
one continuing along the abandoned railroad corridor toward Petersburg and the other turning
right to follow along River Road to head toward Huntingdon.
Segment 5
After crossing Township Road 618/River Road (POINT E), the trail would follow the
eastern side of River Road for 1260 feet, then cross the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River
and continue along River Road for another 1620 feet to Burket Lane (a private lane/driveway).
(POINT F)
Segment 6
From the intersection of Township Road 618/River Road and Burket Lane (POINT F), the
trail would then follow Burket Lane through four parcels; for 1950 feet through parcel 38-06-34,
then for 300 feet through parcel 38-06-34.2, then again on parcel 38-06-34 for 810 feet. It
should be noted that this lane follows the towpath of the Pennsylvania Canal and canal remnants
are still visible along this lane, especially a well-preserved section of the canal channel and tow
path.
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Upon reaching the homes/structures on parcel 38-07-01.1, the trail would have to be routed
around this area in a manner acceptable to the owner of these home/buildings. The distance
through this area would be approximately 480 feet.
The trail would then continue along the embankment and shoreline of the south side of the
Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River through parcel 38-07-02 for 900 feet; then continuing
along the southern side of the River through parcel 38-07-06 for 2100 feet. The terrain is very
steep along this area and special measures would have to be taken to construct the trail here. It
should be noted however, that the trail would be following the towpath of the Pennsylvania
Canal along this area and offers great potential for historical significance. Aerial photographs
show ripples in the river at this point which would be the remnants of the Canal Dam at
Petersburg. Also detailed investigation in this area would probably result in finding remnants of
canal lock #43½.
The trail would then travel along the south and western side of what was apparently the canal
channel for approximately 3300 feet through parcel 38-07-04. The trail would then continue
along the western side of the river through parcel 38-07-04 for approximately 7560 feet.
The trail would then continue along the river through parcel 38-10-02.1 to the vicinity of the
Warrior Ridge Power plant dam a distance of approximately 1450 feet. It would then continue
further along the river through parcel 38-10-02.1 for an additional 2010 feet to a point on the
western bank of the Juniata River. (POINT G)
Segment 7
From this point (POINT G), the trail would continue on parcel 38-10-02.1 for an additional
2640 feet. The trail would then continue along the western side of the river through parcel 3813-12 for 10,950 feet to a point on the western bank of the river (Point N).
Segment 8
From this point (Point N), the trail would then enter parcel 44-01-48, State Prison Land and
continue for 2100 feet until it reaches the prison parking lot connecting with State Route
4005/Alexandria Pike/Pike Street. (POINT H)
Segment 9
From this point (POINT H), the trail would then follow Pike Street for approximately 1000
feet to the intersection with Institution Drive where it would then move to the top of the river
flood control dike. The trail would then follow along the top of the flood control dike for
approximately 3500 feet to State Route 26 where it crosses the Smithfield Bridge - then crossing
the bridge, a distance of 700 feet to Portstown Park, where a trailhead would be constructed
(POINT I).
The preceding describes the preferred trail route from the end of the current Lower Trail
at Alfarata to Huntingdon. The total distance is 69,810 feet or 13.22 miles.
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PREFERRED SPUR ROUTE TO PETERSBURG
The following describes the trail from end of the existing Lower Trail at Alfarata to
Petersburg. The proposed trail would follow the same route as to Huntingdon from POINT A
through POINTS B, C, D, and E. The distance from Point A through Points B, C, and D to E is
25,480 feet or 4.83 Miles. At this point (POINT E), the trail spur to Petersburg would diverge
from the route to Huntingdon.
Segment 10
The trail spur to Petersburg will start at (POINT E). After crossing State Route 618/River
Road, on an at-grade road crossing, the trail would continue on the abandoned Petersburg Branch
Railroad, crossing the Little Juniata on an existing railroad trestle. The abutments/piers and
substructure of this railroad bridge appear to be structurally sound but the bridge would have to
be re-decked and safety railings installed.
After crossing River Road, the trail would continue on the abandoned railroad for 3000 feet
on parcel 25-07-51 until the point where the Petersburg Branch joined the main line of the
railroad.
The trail would then continue along the Norfolk-Southern main line Railroad for 2700 feet on
parcels 25-07-51, 25-07-52 and 25-07-53 until it reaches the point where Shaver’s creek crosses
under the main line Railroad. (POINT J)
Segment 11
At this point (POINT J), the trail would cross under the Railroad using the westernmost arch
of the railroad bridge over Shaver’s Creek for approximately 100 feet. The trail would then turn
west and follow along the northern side of the railroad on parcel 25-07-23.3 for 593 feet until
reaching the Skip Port Memorial Ball Field Park, parcel 25-07-47. The trail would then turn
north and travel through the park (parcel 25-07-47) for 695 feet until reaching Route 305/West
Diamond Street. The trail would then follow Route 305/West Diamond Street east for 820 feet
into Petersburg (POINT K). A trailhead/parking area would be located in the vicinity of the
Petersburg Fire Hall.
This describes the preferred trail route from the end of the existing Lower Trail at Alfarata to
Petersburg. The route would be approximately 34,380 feet long or 6.51 miles long; including the
25,480 feet or 4.83 Miles of common trail with the preferred Huntingdon route and 7,910 feet or
1.50 miles for the trail spur.
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ALTERNATIVE ROUTES
This section describes several routes or trail segments that could be used as alternative
routing to the preferred route. Several segments can be expected to be costly due to the necessity
of bridge construction or extensive earth moving to widen roads to accommodate the trail
corridor.
Segment 12
This segment mainly follows State Route 305 and State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike and
runs from east of Alexandria to the intersection of State Route SR-4005 with Township Road
482/Shade Lane.
This segment starts at the intersection of High Street and State Route 305 east of Alexandria
(POINT B) and follows State Route 305 for 300 feet. It would then continue on State Route
4005/Alexandria Pike for 2400 feet to the intersection with Township Road 482/Shade Lane.
(POINT L)
The total length of this segment is 2700 feet or .51 Miles.
Segment 13
This segment mainly follows Township Road 482/Shade Lane and would then continue on to a
point where it would cross the abandoned Petersburg Branch of the Railroad.
This segment starts at the intersection of State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike and Township
Road 482/Shade Lane (POINT L), and would follow Township Road 482/Shade Lane for 3432
feet to the intersection with the abandoned Petersburg Branch of the Railroad. (POINT D)
The total length of this segment is 3432 feet or .65 miles
Segment 14
This segment would continue from the intersection of Township Road 482/Shade Lane with the
abandoned Petersburg Branch of the Railroad, to the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River,
then cross the river (a new bridge would be required), continue on through Edgewater Acres and
then follow Township Road 618/River Road to the intersection with Burket Lane.
Starting at the intersection of Township Road 482/Shade Lane (POINT D) the trail would go
through parcel 38-06-41 for approximately 775 feet to a point on the bank of the Frankstown
Branch of the Juniata River. A bridge approximately 190 feet long would have to be constructed
to span the river at this point (mid-river coordinates 40° 32´ 58˝N 78° 04´ 30˝ W).
It would then follow along the eastern bank of the Frankstown Branch on parcel 38-06-45 for
420 feet and then follow parcel 38-06-44 for approximately 600 feet. At this point the trail
would follow Township Road 502/Edgewater Acres Road for 900 feet to the intersection with
Township Road 618/River Road.
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The trail would then follow Township Road 618/River Road for 1610 feet where it would
intersect with Burket Lane (a private lane). (POINT F)
The total length of this segment is 4495 feet or .85 miles. This distance includes an
approximate 190 feet long bridge across the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River.
Segment 15
This segment would start at the 90° bend in State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike near Neff and
would follow SR-4005, crossing the bridge over the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River and
continuing on to the intersection with Township Road 618/River Road.
Starting at the 90° bend in Alexandria Pike where the Petersburg Branch Railroad Corridor
crosses State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike near Neff (POINT C), the trail would follow State
Route 4005/Alexandria Pike for 3120 feet and then cross the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata
River on the existing highway bridge. It would then continue on State Route 4005 for another
240 feet to the intersection with Township Road 618/River Road. (POINT M)
The total length of this segment is 3360 feet or .64 miles.
Segment 16
This segment would commence at the intersection of State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike and
Township Road 618/River Road and would follow Township Road 618/River Road to the
intersection with Burket Lane.
Starting at the intersection of State Route 4005/Alexandria Pike and Township Road
618/River Road (POINT M) the trail would follow Township Road 618/River Road for 9010
feet to its intersection with Burket Lane. (POINT F)
It should be noted that a point approximately 3000 feet from the intersection with Alexandria
Pike along the route, the road runs very close to the river on one side and on the other side is a
steep hillside. This condition exists for approximately 600 feet. This would require excavating
significant portions of this hillside to accommodate a trail corridor, or other special construction
measures within the right-of-way of Township Road 618/River Road.
The total length of this segment is 9010 feet or 1.71 miles.
Segment 17
This segment would commence along the southern side of the Norfolk Southern Railroad
Line where Shavers Creek enters the Juniata River. It would cross Shaver’s Creek (requiring a
new bridge to be constructed) and then follow along the eastern bank of the Juniata River to a
point on the eastern Bank of the river approximately 1500 feet downstream from the Warrior
Ridge power dam where it would cross the Juniata River on a newly constructed bridge.
Starting at the point where Shaver’s Creek enters the Juniata River (POINT J), the trail
would cross Shaver’s Creek. This would require a bridge with a span of approximately 120 feet.
The trail would then continue parallel to the Norfolk Southern main line and along the
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northeastern/eastern bank of the Juniata River on an unidentified Parcel (Possibly NS Property)
for approximately 1950 feet. It would then continue along the eastern bank of the Juniata River
on Parcel 25-11-31 for approximately 9600 feet, and then continue on Parcel 25-13-05 for
approximately 1710 feet. The trail would then cross the Juniata River requiring a bridge with a
span of between 210 to 250 feet to a point on the western bank of the Juniata River (POINT G).
It should be noted that this segment may be on Norfolk Southern Railways property along
some sections and would also require construction of two bridges. These bridges would require
waterways encroachment permits from Pennsylvania DEP.
It should be noted that
approximately 400-500 feet along the north bank of the Juniata River would also require a
specialized “deck” construction to accommodate the trail.
The total length of this segment is 13,670 feet or 2.59 miles
Segment 18
This segment would commence at a point on the western bank of the Juniata River near the
northern end of Cypress Island and travel downstream to Portstown Park near where PA ROUTE
26/PENN STREET enters the Borough of Huntingdon.
Starting at a point on the western bank of the Juniata River near the northern end of Cypress
Island (POINT N), the trail would cross the Juniata River, requiring a new bridge to be
constructed with a span of approximately 375 feet. The trail would then follow the eastern bank
of the Juniata River for 5,500 feet on parcel # 21-06-84 feet to Portstown Park, where a trailhead
would be constructed (POINT I).
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FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
Costs for this project will fall primarily into four categories; (1) Planning, Design, and
Engineering costs, (2) Acquisition costs (3) Construction costs, and (4) Operations and
Maintenance costs. It is not possible at this point to determine (2) Acquisition costs. It can be
expected that consideration will also be paid for easements from landowners, where necessary,
but this amount is presently not able to be determined.

● Planning, Design and Engineering Costs.
For the initial portion, the corridor for the proposed trail follows the Old Petersburg Branch of
the former Pennsylvania Railroad line. However, there are certain portions where the corridor
will follow State or Township roads. This could lead to additional expense in the Planning,
Design and Engineering efforts. Typical costs for design of a trail of this length can range from
$150,000 to $200,000.

● Construction Costs
As with acquisition costs, construction costs can vary widely depending upon the original
condition of the corridor, type of trail surfacing, number of bridges or other structures and a
number of other factors. However, typical costs per mile for construction of other similar trail
development can be used for estimating development costs. Across the country, costs for
construction of trails surfaced with crushed limestone have ranged from $60,000 to $85,000 per
mile. The first two phases of the Lower Trail cost $57,272 (Original 11-Miles) and $126,078
(Canoe Creek Extension) per mile, respectively. Considering the length of the proposed trail, the
number of bridges, amount of clearing, trail surface grading and preparation, and drainage
improvements, the estimated cost of construction would definitely fall in the $100,000 $150,000 per mile range for stabilized stone construction.

● Operation and Maintenance Costs
Operation and Maintenance costs for the trail are predicated on the trail being operated by RailsTo-Trails of Central Pennsylvania, Inc. With the exception of major repairs to the trail,
volunteers perform all maintenance and repairs of the existing trail. The major maintenance of
the trail is periodic mowing and trimming of any brush/weeds encroaching on the trail corridor.
Repairs include removal of downed trees, limbs, repair of washouts, cleaning drainage ditches,
etc. Annual Operation and Maintenance costs for a trail of this length (Existing Lower Trail of
16.5 miles plus approximately 15 for this extension) should average $20-$25,000.00 per year.
This includes fuel, oil, equipment repair parts, minor tools; and payment of utilities (electricity &
water). See the report from the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy discussed in the following
paragraph for additional details on typical maintenance and operations costs.
In July of 2005, the Northeast Regional Office of the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy published a
report “RAIL-TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS, Ensuring the Future of Your Trail –
A Survey of 100 Rail-Trails” with information on rail-trail operations and maintenance. This
report was based on information gathered in 1996 study and then updated with information
collected in 2004. This report summarized information gathered from 100 rail-trails in 15 states
in the Conservancy’s Northeast Region (Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Maine, New Jersey,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Delaware, Vermont, Maryland
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and Wisconsin). Although the following chart is intended to provide a comparison of costs of an
asphalt paved trail versus a non-asphalt, it does provide some valuable data on the operation and
maintenance of a trail. These figures are comparable to current costs for the existing Lower
Trail.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE – ASPHALT VS NON-ASPHALT

ITEM
Number of Trails Reporting
Average Annual M&O Cost
Average Length (miles)
M&O Cost per Mile
Average Years Open
Average Annual Users
Re-grade/Re-surface Frequency

OVERALL ASPHALT
39
18
$24,239
$19,584
23
20
$1,458
12
15
136,986
139,304
17

NON-ASPHALT
19
$25,237
24
$1,478
11
129,492
9

The entire study report can be found at:
http://www.railstotrails.org/resources/documents/resource_docs/maintenance_operations_report.
pdf

● Capital Improvements
Raising the funds for an annual Operations and Maintenance budget of $25,000 per year is
realistic and can be achieved from local resources. However, trail structures such as bridges,
fences, barricades and the trail itself will eventually wear out. Trail data indicates that asphalt
paved trails must be re-surfaced about every 12 years. The average age at which non-asphalt
trails need re-grading or resurfacing is nine years. Additionally, major natural disasters such as
flooding can wreck havoc on a tail. Therefore, long-term maintenance will be a major issue for
most trails, particularly those that are owned or operated by non-governmental entities.
To handle these major renewal projects or repairs for a natural disaster a Capital Improvements
fund should be established, that will allow for a consistent, predictable capital improvements
program on an annual basis. Additional fund raising efforts will be required to supplement this
fund. Some ideas for funding long term maintenance include:
z Establish a long-term maintenance endowment.
z Raise funds regionally for a trail network rather than for individual trails.
z Place trails in public, rather than nonprofit, ownership.
z Get support from tourism and recreation taxes and fees.
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TRAIL OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY
The ultimate success of a trail is highly dependent upon the ability to operate, maintain and
repair the trail. The trail must provide a safe and enjoyable visitor experience while protecting
the resource from degradation through excessive or improper use. Once a trail project is
successfully completed, much of the incentive and enthusiasm of people or groups working on
the project often wane. Therefore a viable plan for the Operation, Maintenance (to include
repairs), and Security must be established for the trail.
The development, operation and management of the trail will require continued cooperation
among municipalities, business groups, citizen groups, and others. The concerns of adjacent
landowners, business, and local governments should be addressed in all phases of trail
development. A cooperative partnership between concerned residents, trail users, and local
governments will be vital to the planned development and the future operation and maintenance
of the trail. This certainly reinforces the continuation of discussions to allow RTTCPA to
operate this segment.

● Management and Operation Objectives
Generally speaking, trails require less active on-site management than other park and recreation
areas. However, this does not mean that once the trail is constructed it will not require active
participation from designated management and maintenance resources.
The primary
management and maintenance objective will be to provide a safe and enjoyable visitor
experience while protecting the resource.
The proposed trail corridor has seen a variety of use and abuse over the years. Sections that are
accessible to the public have seen some use by ATV and other motorized use as well as walking
or hiking and hunting/fishing. Although there is some litter along the corridor, there is no
obvious major littering or illegal dumping. Reclaiming the corridor for uses that do not harm the
resource and preventing further abuse from littering and dumping should be early management
goals. Restricting any future motorized use and excluding unauthorized vehicles will also be
necessary to protect the resource from damage and degradation. At the same time, working with
individuals and other user groups to develop and allow trail crossings as a cooperative effort
between both groups.
Overall management of the trail must be a cooperative effort, with the designated trail
management entity receiving input from municipalities, trail users, adjacent property owners and
other interested parties.
Currently, Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania, Inc. is doing all of these in addition to
providing trail maintenance and mowing, trash removal, trail operations and limited security for
the current 16 mile section. Periodic surveys of trail users, local residents, and solicitation of
ideas and suggestions from rails-to-trails members should be sought on an on-going basis to aid
trail managers.

● Trail Maintenance Guidelines
The objectives of the trail maintenance program will be to keep the trail open, clean and safe,
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and to conserve operating funds through the conscientious care of facilities and access areas. As
the trail is developed and trail facilities, access areas, and usage increase, it is important that an
operations and maintenance plan be implemented to insure that the trail is being properly used
and maintained. A good maintenance plan is critical to the future success of the trail.
In all phases of trail planning, design, and construction, it is necessary that future maintenance
costs be considered. Objectives for proper maintenance of the trail should include measures to:
• Provide maintenance to eliminate public hazards and liabilities. (This is the first priority.)
• Maintain the trail in as natural a state as possible.
• Provide restrooms, parking areas, trail surfaces, and signs that will be clean and well
maintained.
• Maintain drainage ditches and culverts so that they will be kept open and free of debris.
• Remove tree and brush growth as needed to prevent overgrowth onto the trail pathway or to
maintain scenic views or special accents.

● Maintenance Requirements
Routine maintenance requirements include:
• Periodic mowing of shoulders and grassy areas of trail.
• Trimming of brush, weeds and limbs from sides of trail.
• Seasonal raking and compacting of trail surface.
• Annual clean-up events, such as “Make-a-Difference Day,” as well as Kiwanis, Lions, and
other service groups, perform maintenance for different trail sections.

● Maintenance Staffing.
If the trail is managed under a cooperative arrangement with a municipality (County, Township,
Borough, etc.), maintenance personnel from the Municipality would be assigned the
responsibility for the general maintenance of the trail. In addition, a part-time seasonal trail
caretaker should be employed during the peak trail use season (April through September) to
provide routine maintenance. Additional maintenance staffing could be supplemented with
summer youth employment programs. Use of volunteers and establishment of “Adopt-a-Trail” or
“Trail Rider/Caretaker” programs should be implemented as needed, and as mentioned above.
If the trail is managed and operated solely by Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania, provision
of maintenance personnel is more difficult. Although volunteers can accomplish much of the
routine maintenance, funding for seasonal employees should be considered. A part-time seasonal
trail caretaker to handle routine maintenance and to coordinate volunteer efforts is
recommended. Use of community and civic groups and “Adopt-a-Trail” programs will also assist
in routine maintenance.

● Maintenance Equipment
Although not as maintenance intensive as other park and recreation areas, trails require regular
routine maintenance that can be made more efficient by providing proper equipment.
Recommended trail maintenance equipment includes: a commercial tractor with mower, a rake
or drag to maintain trail surface, a roller to compact trail surface after seasonal raking/dragging, a
small truck or utility vehicle, power equipment such as chain saws, weed trimmers, etc., and
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miscellaneous hand tools (pruners, rakes, shovels, etc.) and supplies. Currently, Rails-To-Trails
of Central Pennsylvania owns several major pieces of equipment and numerous hand tools for
volunteers to perform most trail maintenance functions.
Additional maintenance storage building(s) should be provided along the trail corridor to store
equipment and to provide work crews with a location to perform routine maintenance on
equipment. Maintenance building(s) could be incorporated into the design of a trail access area
or a suitable building could be rented from an adjacent property owner.

● Visitor Safety
A trail safety program will assist in preventing injuries and accidents to trail users and will lessen
potential liabilities to the operating agency. The trail safety program is the responsibility of all
employees or persons involved with the operation and maintenance of the trail. Routine
inspections of trail facilities, bridges, and trail surface should be performed on a regular basis. A
written record of trail inspections should be maintained to provide a history of trail safety
practices.
Emergency management personnel from the region, including medical response personnel, fire
departments, local and state police and others as appropriate, should be provided with detailed
trail information, such as access points, distances between points and other information that may
be of use for emergency response. As with the existing Lower Trail, emergency personnel will
be provided with keys to gates, access barriers, etc. for immediate response for assistance along
the trail.
Visitors should be provided clear and concise trail rules and regulations through trail brochures
and message boards (currently posted) to aid in the proper and safe use of the trail and to reduce
conflicts among various types of trail users. A list of trail rules and regulations typically used on
other trails is outlined below:

● Typical Trail Rules and Regulations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trail is for non-motorized uses only.
Trail use shall be from sunrise to sunset only.
Overnight camping and campfires are prohibited.
Alcoholic beverages are prohibited.
Pets are permitted but must be kept on a leash.
Littering, dumping, and misuse of trail property is prohibited.
All trail users should keep to the right and pass on the left. Provide a verbal
signal to other users when passing.
Please respect the rights and privacy of adjacent landowners by staying on the
trail.

● Public and Private Crossings
All existing crossings as recorded by deeds, map data or field observations will continue to be
recognized. No private property owner or public entities will be denied reasonable access to
their property or facilities. New crossings, however, should require a permit of written approval
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from trail owners. When granting crossing permits, trail owners should consider the proposed
use of the crossing, the frequency of crossing use, the crossing’s location on the trail, and the
impact of the crossing on the trail.
This process should also include provisions for future utility easements such as power lines, gas
pipelines, and other transmission lines. It is also recommended that existing private crossings be
formalized in the form of a written agreement so that both parties (the trail owner and the
adjacent property owner) know the rules and regulations pertaining to the crossing.

● Adjacent Landowner Concerns
The primary concerns of adjacent landowners are: Crime, Litter, Vandalism, Trespass, and
Privacy. Although not currently seen as an issue, maintaining the privacy of adjacent
landowners should be an important management goal. On most trails, maintaining privacy is met
through proper design and the provision of suitable landscape plantings and fencing.
Determining the need for landscape screening or fencing will be made on a case-by-case basis
during the early stages of trail development. Various studies by the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy
and other organizations have shown that problems of litter, crime and vandalism attributable to
trail users are practically non-existent.
Nonetheless, the concerns of adjacent landowners must be addressed and resolved. Although
many of the concerns are unfounded, to the landowner they are real and unless resolved, may
become a major impediment to successful trail development.

● Trail Access and Visitor Distribution
Some rail-trails currently in operation are experiencing overcrowding problems on weekends and
holidays. Most notably, lack of sufficient parking and a heavy concentration of trail users in a
small area have caused problems. Therefore, it is important during trail design and construction
to plan for peak usage and expansion of parking facilities. Fiscal constraints may not allow for
construction of a parking area of the size needed for peak usage; however, a cleared area for
overflow parking at trail heads will accommodate a maximum number of vehicles and will allow
for later expansion of the parking area. Increasing the number of access points along the trail
will distribute the usage along the trail corridor and not concentrate all users in a small area.
The existing Lower Trail (including the 5.5 mile Canoe Creek extension) has six trailheads/trail
access points along its 16.5 mile length. Having a trail access every three to five miles not only
reduces overcrowding at certain points along the trail but provides for greater usability by the
handicapped and elderly. Those who are unable or do not desire to travel the full distance of a
10 to 15 mile trail may access the trail and travel 3 to 5 miles on each visit. This would allow a
user to eventually traverse the entire trail length using a different section of the trail on each visit.
With the proposed extension starting at an existing Trailhead (Alfarata), an additional four
trailheads are suggested for the extension; Alexandria, Juniata Valley School Campus,
Petersburg and Huntingdon. A trailhead/trail parking in the borough of Alexandria is highly
desirable to provide access for local residents. However, care must be exercised so as to not
create vehicle traffic congestion problems in the borough by directing trail visitors to this
trailhead. A potential location for this trailhead would be at the eastern end of the borough
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where the proposed trail departs State Route 305 and starts on the abandoned railroad corridor.
This trailhead would only be a little less than 2 miles from the previous trailhead at Alfarata but
is considered necessary for access at this point. A trailhead near the Juniata Valley School
Campus (approximately 4.75 miles from Alfarata) would provide access for school facility,
students and parents as well as some visitors. A trailhead in Petersburg (approximately 2 miles
from the Juniata Valley Campus trailhead and approximately 7 miles from Alfarata) is necessary
for residents of that Borough and areas to the north and east of the borough. The final trailhead
for this trail extension would be in the Borough of Huntingdon (approximately 13.58 miles from
Alfarata).
TRAILHEAD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LOCATION

MILEAGE
From prior (#1)

Flowing Spring
Ganister (Grannas Station)
Williamsburg
Cove Dale
Mt. Etna
Alfarata
Alexandria
Neff (#2)
Juniata Valley School Campus
Petersburg
Huntingdon (#3)

0
3.18
2.00
3.27
2.67
5.11
1.71
1.00
2.04
1.95
9.01

CUMULATIVE
MILEAGE (#1)

0
3.18
5.18
8.45
11.12
16.23
17.94
18.94
20.98
22.93
29.81

Notes:
(1) Mileage may not add correctly due to rounding of numbers.
(2) A trailhead at or near the village of Neff would be an alternative to the proposed
trailhead in Alexandria. This would alleviate any potential vehicle traffic congestion
in the Borough of Alexandria.
(3) The “mileage from prior” shown is the mileage from the Juniata Valley School
Campus and does not include the trail spur to Petersburg.

● Handicapped Access - Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Trail owners are now required by federal law to make every effort to provide reasonable access
to the trail for use by handicapped persons. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires
that trail owners design facilities, trail access areas and trail surfacing to provide reasonable
handicapped accessibility. Barriers and gates designed to bar access to motorized vehicles must
also be designed to allow access by wheelchairs, handicapped bikes, and other such vehicles.
The most current up to date information available on ADA may be found at:
www.access-board.gov
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
In addition to the open committee meetings which were held monthly through the first nine
months from the initiation of the project, and which are documented in the Appendices, the
steering committee and the consultants presented a series of public meetings held in November
of 2008. The Allegheny Ridge Corporation also participated in the public meetings by
presenting and dispensing information regarding the concept and reality of the Pittsburgh-toHarrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway™ Project, which will eventually link Pittsburgh to
Philadelphia, and which will utilize the corridor being investigated for the Lower Trail extension.
The Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development Corporation also participated in the public
meetings by providing mapping depicting various potential routes for the trail.
The meetings were held in Alexandria Borough, Huntingdon Borough and Petersburg Borough,
and were announced by mailings and public notices, but were only moderately attended. Two of
the meetings were attended by several individuals strongly opposing the trail, their opposition
supported (vehemently) by a Huntingdon County Commissioner. This individual welcomed the
opportunity to use the public forum to express his political views regarding the use of tax dollars
for such projects, and strongly criticizing the project concept and the team’s efforts, much to the
dismay of those supporting the trail, as well as the consulting team.
Subsequent to these meetings there was negative publicity in the form of newspaper articles and
letters to the editor regarding this particular incident, all to the dismay and frustration of the
consulting team, who had hoped for a more positive attitude on the part of elected officials, and
who had expectations of greater public support having been expressed. Copies of these articles
are found in the Appendices.
It should be noted that the Huntingdon County Commissioners were asked to support the project
after this incident occurred, which led to the enactment of a supporting resolution that two
Commissioners approved. The remaining Commissioner was not willing to support the project
although individuals from the Allegheny Ridge Corporation, the Juniata Clean Water Partnership
and the consulting team attempted to make him aware of the benefits of the trail expansion
project.
Additionally, a brief survey was circulated at the end of each of the steering committee meetings,
along with fact sheets indicating the goals of the project. Survey responses regarding the desire
for and potential utilization of the trail expansion were overwhelmingly positive. (It should be
noted that the survey did not utilize a random sampling of individuals in the community, but only
those in attendance at meetings).
Comments from the survey also were very supportive of the trail concept and many specifically
addressed the perceived benefits of extending the trail to Huntingdon. An expression of support
from Huntingdon Borough was also provided through the survey. Another significant comment
expressed one individual’s willingness to take landowners living along the proposed route on a
trail ride on the existing trail, and attempt to explain its benefits first hand.
See Appendix I (Meeting Minutes), Appendix J (Newspaper Articles), and Appendix K (Copies
of Information Handouts) for additional details on Public Participation in this study.
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IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY
CONCLUSIONS
This proposed extension of the Lower Trail would be a critical component of a larger effort to
establish a linked network of land and water trails that wind 320 miles from Pittsburgh to
Harrisburg and designated the Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway. This
Greenway has also been designated Pennsylvania’s Millennium Legacy Trail – part of a network
of trails across America whose ability to link heritage, cultural, and recreation is seen as
nationally significant. The current 16.5-mile long Lower Trail (the original 11-mile section and
the 5.5-mile Canoe Creek Extension) provides local residents with safe, wholesome and
inexpensive outdoor recreational opportunities for families and individuals of all age groups and
physical abilities. It has also provided an economic boost for area towns and businesses from
visitors. This economic impact is felt in increased sales and revenue in shops, restaurants,
lodging facilities and other visitor services.

●

Municipalities, businesses, recreation sites, heritage areas, natural resource sites and a
variety of other entities will benefit from the connections provide by the trail.

●

This proposed trail extension has the potential of linking Williamsburg to Alexandria,
Alexandria to Petersburg and all of those communities to Huntingdon.

●

The proposed trail extension will link the communities of Alexandria and Petersburg to the
Juniata Valley Schools, an asset these two communities have in common; and would serve
to enhance the sense of community in this school district.

●

The proposed trail extension will provide an alternate mode of transportation for students of
the Juniata Valley Schools to travel to and from school.

●

The proposed trail extension will provide a facility for the Juniata Valley Schools for use in
physical education and sports team training.

●

The proposed trail extension will relieve pressure or over-use of the existing trail by
providing additional resources.

●

The proposed trail extension will contribute to community conservation efforts, assist in
accessing and interpreting local heritage and increase understanding of our regional history
and growth patterns.

●

The proposed trail extension will significantly enhance the sense of community, and offer a
focal point for community involvement.

●

The proposed trail extension will serve as a stimulus to economic development in that its
use will create expenditures for recreational equipment, increased sales of food and food
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service, and increased visitations to the region with concurrent usage of lodging facilities.
It will also stimulate additional interest in the region from visitors and tourists.

●

The proposed trail extension will provide opportunities for historical and cultural
interpretation, and open up the scenic beauty of the Juniata River gorge to locals and
visitors alike.

●

Acquisition of the trail corridor will be difficult because the existing railroad corridor
cannot be purchased as a single parcel of land as it is currently owned by a number of
different land owners.

●

Acquisition of the trail corridor will be difficult because much of the land does not follow
an abandoned railroad corridor.

●

Acquisition of the trail corridor will be difficult because of a large number of landowners
along the proposed trail route subsequently requiring negotiations with each landowner.
The corridor may be a mix of purchased land and various right-of-way leases.

●

Due to land acquisition difficulties, the trail will have to be built in increments. As parcels
become available, efforts should be concentrated on that particular segment or parcel. The
first, probably the easiest and one of the most useful segments; would be the extension of
the existing Trail from Alfarata to downtown Alexandria, and approximate distance of 1.5
miles.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This study looked at the options for a trail from the eastern terminus of the existing Lower Trail
at Alfarata eastward to Petersburg and on to Huntingdon Borough. It provides recommendations
for various options on the proposed routes and recommended a preferred alignment. Although
there are difficulties and obstacles they are not insurmountable. One of the first actions to
overcome any such barriers is to find a champion or advocate to actively pursue the proposed
trail development.

●

The one entity specifically structured to actively pursue the trail extension and to operate
and maintain the trail, would be Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania (RTTCPA).
However, the Rail-Trail program has always been a grass-roots effort with local groups
providing the initiative and impetus to develop a local trail.

●

It is recommended that a local group be formed with participants from within the proposed
trail extension area to take “ownership” and oversee the trail development. This group
would operate under the overall guidance and sponsorship of Rails-To-Trails of Central
Pennsylvania. The model to be used would be the Bells Gap Rail-Trail developed by the
Bellwood-Antis Community Trust in cooperation with Rails-To-Trails of Central
Pennsylvania.

●

It is further recommended that should sufficient interest and subsequent leadership arise
from the Huntingdon area community, and with political support from community and
county leadership, that a similar partnership should be considered in order to advance the
construction and future operation and maintenance of the Lower Trail Expansion.
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TRAIL USER DATA
Who uses trails, where do trail users come from, for what purpose are they using a trail, how
do they find out about trails and how much money are they spending on trail-related items? All
of these are valid questions when determining the feasibility of developing a trail.
To find answers to these questions, Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania conducted a
survey of trail users during the 2008 trail season, from April through October 2008. The survey
was a passive survey, conducted by making survey forms available at each of the Lower
Trail’s five trailheads. After completing the form, participants would mail them back to Rails to
Trails or deposit them in locked receptacles at the trailheads. 1,025 forms were distributed;
485 were returned representing a total of 1,382 trail users. The complete results of this study
are available from Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania Web Site (http://www.rttcpa.org/)
with the study at: (http://www.rttcpa.org/files/Trailsurvey.pdf)
Of the 485 responses, 271 came from Zip codes outside of Blair County, including surveys
from parties traveling from Maryland, New York, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Texas, Colorado and Arizona. Of those who responded to the survey, 38 per cent
learned of the trail by word of mouth while 18 per cent learned of it through the Lower Trail
brochure. Road signs, the Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania Web site and newspaper
coverage accounted for just fewer than 28 per cent of trail users’ awareness.
By far the largest contingent of users – 60 per cent – ride bikes on the trail. Just over 25 per
cent walk. Other reported uses include running, canoeing or kayaking, cross-country skiing
and horseback riding. Most people use the trail for health and exercise or recreation and
relaxation. A large percentage of respondents also reported they just enjoy nature. Bird
watching, photography, fitness training and wildlife watching also registered among the
activities trail users engage in.
Responses to the survey were heavy during May, June, July and August with almost half the
users reporting they use the trail in the afternoons. Over a quarter frequent the trail in the
mornings while evenings see the least heavy use of the trail. Nearly half the respondents use
the trail on weekdays and weekends while 32 per cent use it exclusively on weekends. Fewer
than 20 per cent use the trail exclusively on weekdays.
Each party consisted of an average of just over 2.5 people, with men and women being split
almost equally. Thirty-four per cent of the users were between the ages of 36 and 55 while 32
per cent were 56 and older. Twenty per cent were less than 16 years old, demonstrating the
family recreational opportunities provided by the Lower Trail.
Trail users reported an average expenditure of nearly $400 a year on purchases that were
influenced by their trail activities, though that figure may be impacted by 6 survey respondents
who indicated the trail influenced their purchase of a vehicle. Most purchases were related to
bicycles, bike accessories and clothing and footwear. Safety equipment was also among the
items most frequently purchased.
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On a per-use basis, the survey showed trail users spent an average of $27.21 on trail-related
purchases including beverages, candy, ice cream and snack foods, sandwiches, meals and
gasoline. Only 9 per cent of those who responded to the survey indicated their trip involved an
overnight stay in a bed and breakfast, campground or hotel/motel, but those who did stay in a
commercial facility spent an average of 3.3 nights at an average cost of $62.06. The average
expenditure per night is somewhat skewed by the 7 per cent of respondents who either stayed
at home or with friends and relatives overnight.
The condition of the Lower Trail was well received with 91 per cent rating its maintenance as
either good or excellent, with 70 per cent giving it an excellent rating. Since the operation and
maintenance of the Lower Trail is by volunteers, this rating is quite remarkable.
The survey showed the Alfarata trailhead is the most frequently used, followed by Williamsburg
and Flowing Spring. Few respondents use the Covedale trailhead while just 9 per cent
indicated they most frequently use the Mount Etna trailhead.
The following is a summary of statistics found in the study:
How many people are in your party?
Sum
Average
First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile
Maximum
Minimum

1382
2.521898
2
2
3
60
60
1

What is your zip code?
Zip
16648
16652
16601
16686
16693
16635
16803
16801
16673
17066
16877
16617
15905
16875
16866
16868

Count
60
40
39
28
23
23
23
17
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3

(Note: Only local area zip codes are listed in this table. Of the responses to
the
survey,
56%
came
from
Zip
codes
outside
of
Blair/Huntingdon/Centre/Cambria Counties, including the states of
Maryland, New York, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Texas, Colorado and Arizona.)
COMMENT: It is interesting to note that the two heaviest responses came
from the two communities that will potentially be linked by the proposed
trail extension. This statistic is also some cause for optimism in garnering
future support from these communities, who obviously will be primary
beneficiaries of the trail.

Total Unique Zip Codes: 149
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How often do you use the trail?
Daily
1-2 days a week
3-5 days a week
Once a week
A couple of times per month
Once a month
A few times a year
First time
No Answer

1%
11%
10%
6%
16%
5%
34%
17%
1%

How many people in your party are in each age group?
Age Group Number Percentage
<16
16-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+
Total

279
91
98
191
283
289
149
1,380

20
7
7
14
20
21
11
100%

How many people of each gender are in your group?
Total males:
Total females:
Males per group
Females per group

701
666
1.442387
1.37037

How do you traverse the trail?
Walk
Bike
Jog
Horseback
Canoe/Kayak/Boat
Rollerblade
Cross country sky
Wheelchair
Other

201
472
45
14
30
0
24
1
0
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For what reasons do you use the trail?
Reason
Health/exercise
Recreation/relaxation
Fitness training
Bird-watching
Study (non-bird) fauna
Study flora
Study rocks
Enjoy nature
Photography
Fishing
History
Other

Count
485
425
88
102
84
72
24
360
90
40
58
33

Generally when do you use the trail?
Weekdays
Weekends
Both
No Answer

19%
32%
45%
3%

What time of day do you use the trail?
Morning
Afternoon
Evening
Various

217
236
82
159

How did you hear about the trail?
Word of mouth
Road signs
Trail brochure
RTTCPA website
Newspaper
Bike shop
Convention and Visitors Bureau
Info from PA State RTT Conservancy website
Other

371
126
164
76
68
47
23
40
63
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What purchases have you made that were influenced by the trail?
Bike
Bike accessories
Safety equipment
Canoe/kayak
Fishing gear
Horse/gear
Clothing/footwear
Cross country skis
Vehicle
Camper/trailer
Home
Other

272
266
65
34
20
4
107
20
6
4
3
15

Roughly how much did you spend on the items above in the past year?
Sum
Average
Minimum
First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile
Maximum
Standard Deviation

117983.5
398.5929
0
100
200
350
18000
18000
1266.375

In conjunction with your most recent trip to the trail, which items below did you purchase?
Beverages
Candy/Ice Cream/Snack foods
Sandwiches
Meals
Bike rental
Horse rental
Gas
Trail Donations
Other

250
204
105
73
0
0
199
146
9
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Approximately how much did/will you (your group) spend on the items above on this visit?
Sum
Average
Minimum
First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile
Maximum
Standard Deviation

9114.8
27.20836
0
5
14
25
600
600
52.81204

Did/will your visit to the trail involve an overnight stay in one of the following types of
accommodations?
Hotel/motel
Bed and breakfast
Campground
Friend or relative
Home
No Answer

4%
1%
4%
5%
2%
84%

How many nights did/will you stay in conjunction with your visit to the trail?
Sum
Average
Minimum
First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile
Maximum
Standard Deviation

267
3.296296
0
1
2
4
27
27
4.004511
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Approximately how much did you spend on overnight accommodations per night?
Sum
Average
Minimum
First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile
Maximum
Standard Deviation

3165
62.05882
0
23
50
100
180
180
46.12479

In your opinion, the maintenance of the trail is:
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
No Answer

70%
21%
1%
0%
8%

Which trail access point do you use the most often?
Alfarata
Mt. Etna
Covedale
Williamsburg
Ganister
Flowing Spring
No Answer

35%
9%
0%
23%
1%
21%
10%

Are you a member of Rails-To-Trails of Central Pennsylvania?
Current Member
Prior Member
No
No Answer

21%
4%
21%
54%
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Rail-Trail Statistics. The following content is updated periodically to provide current
information about Rails-to-Trails Conservancy and rail-trail development at the national and
state level. The table below reflects known rail-trails and total trail mileage.
National Rail-Trail Trail and Trail Mileage Counts:
•
•

Open: 1,631 open rail-trails for a total of 19,578 miles
Projects: 724 rail-trail projects for a total of 8,676 miles

State Rail-Trail Trail and Trail Mileage Counts:
State
AK
AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DC
DE
FL
GA
HI
IA
ID
IL
IN
KS
KY
LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND
NE
NH
NJ
NM

Open
Trails
3
12
13
12
93
34
21
1
4
42
15
3
66
14
61
42
10
10
3
35
27
23
129
76
9
6
15
23
4
22
63
48
7

Miles
38
61
213
63
544
347
150
11
69
397
152
16
780
344
704
188
209
32
88
194
157
298
2,392
2,327
304
71
101
74
28
303
488
265
26

Project
Trails
4
4
7
2
41
11
14
1
4
42
6
2
21
7
13
12
25
17
2
65
9
3
32
12
12
4
12
4
3
19
12
14
7

Miles
247
5
127
8
395
466
157
9
22
571
94
17
396
165
143
45
324
224
65
395
137
66
360
157
100
48
236
79
75
494
192
103
138
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NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

3
94
79
7
14
142
12
13
3
20
18
9
32
17
73
81
64
4

46
1,289
771
45
215
1,434
59
81
114
74
204
75
283
197
959
1,782
501
45

2
53
35
5
10
55
4
9
1
7
26
1
12
7
22
22
9
1

13
460
256
64
28
488
47
50
1
70
552
8
69
70
108
241
58
13

Current Rail-Trail Statistics are available from the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy web site at:
http://www.railstotrails.org/index.html
COMMENT: Although some other states have greater miles of trail, it is interesting to note that
Pennsylvania has the greatest number of rail-trails in the USA.
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TRAIL EASEMENT AGREEMENT
THIS TRAIL EASEMENT AGREEMENT (“this Agreement”) dated as of ___________ (the “Agreement
Date”) is by and between __________________ (“the undersigned Owner or Owners”) and __________________
(the “Holder”).

Article I.

Background; Grant of Easement

1.01 Property
The undersigned Owner or Owners are the sole owners in fee simple of the property described below (the
“Property”):
Street Address:
Municipality:
County:
Parcel Identifier:

State:
Pennsylvania
Acreage:

1.02 Trail Area; Trail Plan
A certain portion of the Property (the “Trail Area”) is the subject of this Agreement and is described in
Exhibit “A.” The Trail Area is ____ (##) feet wide and is located on the Property as shown on a survey or
other graphic depiction attached as Exhibit “B” (the “Trail Plan”).
1.03 Trail
A trail for use by the general public may be established in the Trail Area (the “Trail”).
1.04 Grant of Easement and Right-of-Way
By signing this Agreement and unconditionally delivering it to Holder, the undersigned Owner or Owners,
intending to be legally bound, grant and convey to Holder an exclusive easement and right-of-way over,
under, and across the Trail Area in perpetuity, for the purpose and subject to the limitations set forth in
Article II and the reserved rights of Owners set forth in Article III.
1.05 Purchase Price
The undersigned Owner or Owners acknowledge receipt of the sum of ______________ in consideration of
the grant of easement to Holder under this Agreement.
1.06 Liens and Subordination
The undersigned Owner or Owners warrant to Holder that the Trail Area is, as of the Agreement Date, free
and clear of all Liens or, if it is not, that Owners have obtained and attached to this Agreement as an exhibit
the legally binding subordination of any mortgage, lien, or other encumbrance affecting the Trail Area as of
the Agreement Date.
1.07 Existing Agreements
The undersigned Owner or Owners warrant to Holder that there are no easements or other servitudes affecting
the Trail Area prior to the Agreement Date and running to the benefit of Persons that constitute legally
binding servitudes prior in right to this Agreement.
1.08 Beneficiaries
Owners and Holder grant and convey to the Persons, if any, identified below (the “Beneficiaries”) rights as
indicated with respect to this Agreement.
(There are no Beneficiaries.)
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Article II. Limitations
The grant of easement under this Agreement is subject to the limitations set forth in this Article.
2.01 Limitation on Activities and Uses
(a) Purpose
The Trail Area may be used only for non-commercial recreational, educational and open-space purposes.
(b) Use
Access to the Trail Area by the general public is subject to the following limitations:
(i) The Trail may be used only for walking, horseback riding, cross-country skiing, nature study, and the
like.
(ii) Motorized vehicles are prohibited except in the case of emergency or in connection with the
construction, maintenance, or patrol of the Trail Area or by persons confined to motor-driven
wheelchairs.
(iii) Use is limited to the hours between dawn and dusk.
(iv) Smoking or lighting of fires is prohibited.
(v) Consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
(vi) Trapping or hunting is prohibited.
(vii) Swimming is prohibited.
(viii) Holder may impose additional reasonable limitations upon the time, place and manner of use.
(ix) No fee may be charged for use of the Trail Area.
(c) Disturbance
Soil, rock, and vegetative resources may be removed, cut or otherwise disturbed only to the extent
reasonably necessary to accommodate construction, maintenance and patrol of the Trail and maintenance
of access to the Trail Area. When vegetative cover is removed, it must be restored as soon as reasonably
feasible by replanting with grasses or native species of trees, shrubs, and plant materials.
(d) Construction
Prior to commencing initial construction of the Trail or relocation of more than 200 linear feet of the
Trail within the Trail Area, Holder must:
(i) Provide Owners with at least 30 days notice.
(ii) Obtain legally binding waivers of mechanics liens from all Persons furnishing labor or materials in
connection with construction.
(iii) Obtain certificates evidencing liability insurance coverage with respect to Holder and all Persons
entering the Property for the purpose of construction.
(iv) Obtain, at Holder’s cost and expense, all permits and approvals required for the construction.
2.02 Limitation on Improvements
Improvements within the Trail Area are limited to the following:
(a) Trail
(i) The Trail, including steps and railings and other trail surface structures as well as bridges and culverts
for traversing wet areas within the Trail Area.
(ii) The Trail may not exceed ____ (##) feet in width.
(iii) The Trail may be covered, if at all, by wood chips, gravel, or other porous surface, or paved or
covered with other material as may be required by Applicable Law.
(b) Accessory Facilities
(i) A reasonable number of benches, picnic tables, and wastebaskets [and bicycle racks].
(ii) Signs to mark the Trail and provide information regarding applicable time, place, and manner
restrictions.
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(iii) Signs for interpretive purposes and to indicate the interest of Holder and Beneficiaries in the Trail
Area.
(iv) Fencing, gates and barriers to control access.
2.03 No Expense to Owners
Owners are not responsible for costs associated with construction and maintenance of improvements in the
Trail Area except for improvements resulting from Owners exercising a reserved right. Holder must promptly
pay as and when due all costs and expenses incurred in connection with construction and maintenance.

Article III. Reserved Rights of Owners
The easement granted to Holder under this Agreement is exclusive. This means that Owners have no rights to enter
or use the Trail Area except to exercise rights accorded to the general public and except as provided in this Article.
Owners reserve the following rights:
3.01 Owner Access
Owners may enter the Trail Area by foot at any time except when construction and maintenance activities
could present a danger.
3.02 Mitigating Risk
Owners may cut trees or otherwise disturb resources only to the extent reasonably prudent to remove or
mitigate against an unreasonable risk of harm to Persons on or about the Trail Area; however, Owners do not
assume any responsibility or liability to the general public for failing to do so.
3.03 Fencing
Owners may install fencing, at Owners’ expense, along the perimeter of the Trail Area, not to exceed four (4)
feet in height and constructed of post-and-rail or other open weave construction that preserves scenic views
from the Trail. Owners must not impede access to or discourage use of the Trail.
3.04 Hunting
Owners may close public access to the Trail Area for public safety reasons from the Monday after
Thanksgiving through the month of December so as to reasonably accommodate hunting by or under control
of Owners within the Trail Area.

Article IV. Federal Tax Items
[If there is no donation or if the undersigned Owner or Owners will not be pursuing federal tax benefits for the
donation, the content below the caption of this Article can be deleted and replaced with the following: “The
undersigned Owner or Owners and Holder confirm that the grant to the Holder of the easement under this
Agreement is not intended to be a qualified conservation contribution under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended through the applicable date of reference.”]
4.01 Qualified Conservation Contribution
The easement granted under this Agreement has been donated in whole or in part to Holder by the
undersigned Owner or Owners. It is intended to qualify as a charitable donation of a partial interest in real
estate (as defined under §170(f)(3)(B)(iii) of the Code) to a qualified organization (as defined in §1.170A14(c)(1) of the Regulations).
4.02 Definitions of Code and Regulations
“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the applicable date of reference.
“Regulations” mean the provisions of C.F.R. §1.170A-14 as amended through the applicable date of
reference.
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4.03 Public Benefit
This easement is given for public outdoor recreation and education and is for the substantial and regular use
of the general public or the community. This Agreement provides significant public benefit as defined in
§1.170A-14(d)(2)(i) of the Regulations. Public policies and programs that illustrate and support the
significant public benefit of this Agreement include:
(i) The Open Space Plan of ______Township, adopted in 200_,which ____.
(ii) The ____County Greenways Plan, adopted in 200_, which _____.
(iii) The ___ Township Zoning Ordinance, adopted in 200_, which ____.
4.04 Mineral Interests
No Person has retained a qualified mineral interest in the Trail Area of a nature that would disqualify the
Agreement for purposes of §1.170A-14(g)(4) of the Regulations.
4.05 Notice Required under Regulations
To the extent required for compliance with §1.170A-13(g)(4)(ii) of the Regulations, Owners agree to notify
Holder before exercising any reserved right that may have an adverse impact on the conservation interests or
public recreational purposes associated with the Trail Area.
4.06 Baseline Documentation
The undersigned Owner or Owners and Holder have signed for identification purposes the report (the
“Baseline Documentation”), to be kept on file at the principal office of Holder, that contains an original, fullsize version of the Trail Plan together with other pertinent information regarding the conservation and public
recreational interests served by the Agreement, including photographs depicting existing conditions of the
Trail Area as of the Agreement Date.
4.07 Trail Area Right
In accordance with §1.170A-14(g)(6) of the Regulations, the undersigned Owner or Owners agree that the
easement granted under this Agreement gives rise to a property right, immediately vested in the Holder, that
entitles the Holder to compensation upon extinguishment of the easement. The fair market value of the
property right is to be determined in accordance with the Regulations; i.e., it is at least equal to the
proportionate value that this easement as of the Agreement Date bears to the value of the Property as a whole
as of the Agreement Date. Holder must use any funds received by application of this provision in a manner
consistent with the recreational and conservation purposes of this Agreement.
4.08 Qualification under §2031(c) of the Code
To the extent required to qualify for exemption from federal estate tax under §2031(c) of the Code, and only
to the extent such activity is not otherwise prohibited or limited under this Agreement, Owners agree that
commercial recreational uses are not permitted within the Trail Area.

Article V. Miscellaneous
5.01 Indemnity
Holder must indemnify and defend Owners against all Losses and Litigation Expenses resulting from
property damage and/or personal injuries that occur or are alleged to occur as a result of Holder’s installation
or maintenance of the Trail or Trail Area, except to the extent caused by the negligent or wrongful acts or
omissions of Owners. The word “Losses” means any liability, loss, claim, settlement payment, cost and
expense, interest, award, judgment, damages (including punitive damages), diminution in value, fines, fees,
and penalties or other charge other than a Litigation Expense. The term “Litigation Expenses” means any
court filing fee, court cost, arbitration fee or cost, witness fee, and each other fee and cost of investigating and
defending or asserting any claim of violation or for indemnification under this Agreement including in each
case, attorneys’ fees, other professionals’ fees, and disbursements.
5.02 Recreation Use of Land and Water Act
This Agreement is intended to be interpreted so as to convey to Owners and Holder all of the protections from
liability provided by the Pennsylvania Recreation Use of Land and Water Act, 68 P.S. §477-1 et seq., as
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amended through the applicable date of reference, or any other Applicable Law that provides immunity or
limitation of liability for owners or possessors who make property available to the public for recreational
purposes.
5.03 Amendment
Any amendment of this Agreement must be in writing, signed by Owners and Holder, and recorded in the
Public Records.
5.04 Governing Law
The internal laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania govern this Agreement.
5.05 Assignment and Transfer
Neither Owners nor Holder may assign or otherwise transfer any of their respective rights or duties under this
Agreement voluntarily or involuntarily, whether by merger, consolidation, dissolution, operation of law or
any other manner except as permitted below. Any purported assignment or transfer in violation of this
section is void.
(a) By Holder
Holder may assign its rights and duties under this Agreement, either in whole or in part, but only to a
Qualified Organization that executes and records in the Public Records a written agreement assuming the
obligations of Holder under this Agreement. Holder must notify Owners within 30 days prior to the
assignment of the identity and address for notices of the Qualified Organization who has agreed to
assume the obligations of the Holder under this Agreement.
(b) By Owners
This Agreement is a servitude running with the land binding upon the undersigned Owners and, upon
recordation in the Public Records, all subsequent Owners of the Trail Area or any portion of the Trail
Area are bound by its terms whether or not the Owners had actual notice of this Agreement and whether
or not the deed of transfer specifically referred to the transfer being under and subject to this Agreement.
This Agreement binds and benefits Owners and Holder and their respective personal representatives,
successors and assigns.
5.06 Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the remaining
provisions of this Agreement remain valid, binding, and enforceable. To the extent permitted by Applicable
Law, the parties waive any provision of Applicable Law that renders any provision of this Agreement invalid,
illegal, or unenforceable in any respect.
5.07 Entire Agreement
This is the entire agreement of Owners, Holder and Beneficiaries (if any) pertaining to the subject matter of
this Agreement. The terms of this Agreement supersede in full all statements and writings between Owners,
Holder, and others pertaining to the transaction set forth in this Agreement.
5.08 Definitions of Capitalized Terms
This section contains definitions of capitalized terms used but not defined elsewhere in the Agreement.
(i) “Applicable Law” means any federal, state, or local laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, standards, and
regulations applicable to the Trail, the Trail Area, or this Agreement, as amended through the
applicable date of reference.
(ii) “Owners” means the undersigned Owner or Owners and all Persons after them who hold any interest
in all or any part of the Trail Area.
(iii) “Person” means an individual, organization, trust, or other entity.
(iv) “Public Records” means the public records of the Office for the Recording of Deeds in and for the
county in which the Trail Area is located.
(v) “Qualified Organization” means a governmental or non-profit entity that (a) has a perpetual existence;
(b) is established as a public charity for the purpose of preserving and conserving natural resources,
natural habitats, environmentally sensitive areas and other charitable, scientific and
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educational purposes; (c) meets the criteria of a qualified organization under C.F.R. §1.170A14(c)(1) as amended through the applicable date of reference; and (d) is duly authorized to acquire
and hold trail easements under Applicable Law.
5.09 Incorporation by Reference
The following items are incorporated into this Agreement by means of this reference:
• The legal description of the Trail Area attached as Exhibit “A”
• The Trail Plan attached as Exhibit “B”
• The baseline documentation, if any
• [The mortgage subordination agreement attached as Exhibit C”]
INTENDING TO BE LEGALLY BOUND, the undersigned Owner or Owners and Holder, by their
respective duly authorized representatives, have signed and delivered this Agreement as of the Agreement Date.
Witness/Attest:
________________________________

________________________________
Owner’s Name:

________________________________

________________________________
Owner’s Name:

________________________________

By: ________________________________
Name of Holder:
Name of signatory:
Title of signatory:
Acceptance by Beneficiary:
[NAME OF BENEFICIARY]

________________________________

By: ________________________________
Name:
Title:

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:
COUNTY OF

:

ON THIS DAY _____________, before me, the undersigned officer, personally appeared
___________________________, known to me (or satisfactorily proven) to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged that he/she/they executed the same for the purposes therein
contained.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.
________________________, Notary Public
Print Name:

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

:
SS

COUNTY OF

:

ON THIS DAY _______________ before me, the undersigned officer, personally appeared
_____________________________, who acknowledged him/herself to be the ______________________ of
_________________________, a Pennsylvania non-profit corporation, and that he/she as such officer, being
authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained by signing the name of the
corporation by her/himself as such officer.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.
________________________, Notary Public
Print Name:

This document is based on the model Trail Easement Agreement
(4/20/2006 ed.) provided by the Pennsylvania Land Trust Association.

This document should not be construed or relied upon as legal advice or
legal opinion on any specific facts or circumstances. It must be revised to
reflect specific circumstances under the guidance of legal counsel.
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PREFERRED ROUTE TO HUNTINGDON
TAX MAP #

NAME

ADDRESS 1

ADDRESS 2

38-05-84

RICHARD & JOANN PATTERSON
MEADWESTVACO CORP

PO BOX 287
ATTN TAX DEPARTMENT
MAIN ST & BARREE ROAD

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-05-84.1

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-42.2

MAX ISENBERG

6192 ISENBERG RD

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-09-09.2

KEITH & CAROL CODDINGTON

5555 SHADE LANE

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-42

GEARY & JUDITH SHADE
JUNIATA VALLEY SCHOOL
DISTRICT

9629 WESTWOOD LANE

HUNTINGDON PA 16652

PO BOX 318

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-42.1

WILLIAM & MARY LIGHTNER

7258 ARROWHEAD RD

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-34

JOHN & DEBRA RHODES

5989 LLAMA LANE

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-34.2

SCOTT RHODES

7533 BURKET LN

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-07-01.1

CLAIR & SUSAN BURKET

7381 BURKET LN

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-07-02

CARL ROWE

7357 BURKET LN

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-07-06

ALLEN GOURLEY TRUST

R D 2 BOX 142

NEW BETHLEHEM PA 16242

38-07-04

JOHN BRADY
RIVER HILL GUN CLUB

195 NORTHGATE DRIVE
C/O T R LAUNTZ
1428 MIFFLIN ST

CAMP HILL, PA 17011
HUNTINGDON PA 16652

38-13-12

BARRY & VIRGINIA BOWMAN

111 TAYLOR LANE

DUNCANSVILLE, PA 16635

44-01-28

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

C/O COMM OF PA

38-06-48

38-10-02.1

PREFERRED SPUR ROUTE TO PETERSBURG
25-07-51

MAX ISENBERG
PENNSYLVANIA LINES LLC

6192 ISENBERG RD
C/O NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY CO
110 FRANKLIN ROAD SE
C/O NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY CO
110 FRANKLIN ROAD SE

25-07-52
PENNSYLVANIA LINES LLC
25-07-53
25-07-23.3

PETERSBURG BORO SEWER
AUTHORITY

25-04-47

BOROUGH OF PETERSBURG

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611
ROANOKE, VA 24042
ROANOKE, VA 24042

ALTERNATE ROUTES
38-06-41

GEARY & JUDITH SHADE

9629 WESTWOOD LANE

HUNTINGDON PA 16652

38-06-45

PAUL JR & RUTH REINHART

7645 EDGEWATER ACRES CIR

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

38-06-44

PAUL JR & RUTH REINHART
THE SOUTHERN ALLEGHENIES
CONSERVANCY
PENNSYLVANIA LINES LLC

7645 EDGEWATER ACRES CIR
FAIRLAWN COURT SUITE 8
702 W PITT STREET
C/O NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY CO
110 FRANKLIN ROAD SE

ALEXANDRIA, PA 16611

1816 PENN STREET

HUNTINGDON, PA 16652

25-11-31
25-13-05
21-06-44

GEORGE & MARGARET
WALKER

BEDFORD, PA 15522
ROANOKE, VA 24042

(Information on Landownership as shown in the Appendix is current as of May 1, 2010)
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Global Rank Definitions
Basic Global Rank Codes and Definitions
GX

Presumed Extinct - Believed to be extinct throughout its range. Not located despite
intensive searches of historic sites and other appropriate habitat, and virtually no
likelihood that it will be rediscovered.
Possibly Extinct - Known from only historical occurrences. Still some hope of
rediscovery.
Critically Imperiled - Critically imperiled globally because of extreme rarity or
because of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extinction. Typically 5 or
fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals (<1,000) or acres (<2,000) or
stream miles (<10).
Imperiled - Imperiled globally because of rarity or because of some factor(s) making
it very vulnerable to extinction. Typically 6 to 20 occurrences or few remaining
individuals (1,000 to 3,000) or acres (2,000 to 10,000) or stream miles (10 to 50).
Vulnerable - Vulnerable globally either because very rare and local throughout its
range, found only in a restricted range (even if abundant at some locations), or
because of other factors making it vulnerable to extinction. Typically 21 to 100
occurrences or between 3,000 and 10,000 individuals.
Apparently Secure - Uncommon but not rare, and usually widespread. Possibly cause
for long-term concern. Typically more than 100 occurrences and more than 10,000
individuals.
Secure - Common, typically widespread and abundant. Typically with considerably
more than 100 occurrences and more than 10,000 individuals.

GH
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Variant Global Ranks
G#G#
GU
G?
HYB

Range Rank - A numeric range rank (e.g., G2G3) is used to indicate uncertainty
about the exact status of a taxon.
Unrankable - Currently unrankable due to lack of information or due to
substantially conflicting information about status or trends.
Unranked - Global rank not yet assessed.
Hybrid - Element represents an interspecific hybrid.

Rank Qualifiers
?
Q
C

Inexact Numeric Rank - Denotes inexact numeric rank.
Questionable Taxonomy - Taxonomic status is questionable; numeric rank may
change with taxonomy.
Captive or Cultivated Only - Taxon at present is extant only in captivity or cultivation,
or as a reintroduced population not yet established.
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State Rank Definitions
State Rank Codes and Definitions
SX
SH

S1

S2

S3

S4
S5
S?
SU

S#S#

HYB
SE
SE#
SA

Extirpated - Element is believed to be extirpated from the "state" (or province or
other subnational unit).
Historical - Element occurred historically in the state (with expectation that it may
be rediscovered), perhaps having not been verified in the past 20 years, and
suspected to be still extant. Naturally, an Element would become SH without such a
20-year delay if the only known occurrences in a state were destroyed or if it had
been extensively and unsuccessfully looked for. Upon verification of an extant
occurrence, SH-ranked Elements would typically receive an S1 rank. The SH rank
should be reserved for Elements for which some effort has been made to relocate
occurrences, rather than simply ranking all Elements not known from verified
extant occurrences with this rank.
Critically Imperiled - Critically imperiled in the state because of extreme rarity or
because of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the
state. Typically 5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals or acres.
Imperiled - Imperiled in the state because of rarity or because of some factor(s)
making it very vulnerable to extirpation from the state. Typically 6 to 20
occurrences or few remaining individuals or acres.
Vulnerable - Vulnerable in the state either because rare and uncommon, or found
only in a restricted range (even if abundant at some locations), or because of other
factors making it vulnerable to extirpation. Typically 21 to 100 occurrences.
Apparently Secure - Uncommon but not rare, and usually widespread in the state.
Usually more than 100 occurrences.
Secure - Demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure in the state, and
essentially ineradicable under present conditions.
Unranked - State rank is not yet assessed.
Unrankable - Currently unrankable due to lack of information or due to
substantially conflicting information about status or trends. NOTE: Whenever
possible, the most likely rank is assigned and a question mark added (e.g.., S2?) to
express uncertainty, or a range rank (e.g.., S2S3) is used to delineate the limits
(range) of uncertainty.
Range Rank - A numeric range rank (e.g., S2S3) is used to indicate the range of
uncertainty about the exact status of the Element. Ranges cannot skip more than
one rank (e.g.., SU should be used rather than S1S4).
Hybrid - Element represents an interspecific hybrid.
Exotic - An exotic established in the state; may be native in nearby regions (e.g..,
house finch or catalpa in eastern U.S.).
Exotic Numeric - An exotic established in the state that has been assigned a
numeric rank to indicate its status, as with S1 through S5.
Accidental - Accidental or casual in the state (i.e., infrequent and outside usual
range). Includes species (usually birds or butterflies) recorded once or only a few
times. A few of these species may have bred on the one or two occasions they were
recorded. Examples include European strays or western birds on the East Coast and
vice-versa.
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SZ

SP
SR

SRF
SSYN
*
Not
Provided

Zero Occurrences - Not of practical conservation concern in the state because
there are no definable occurrences, although the taxon is native and appears
regularly in the state. An SZ rank will generally be used for long distance
migrants whose occurrences during their migrations have little or no
conservation value for the migrant as they are typically too irregular (in terms
of repeated visitation to the same locations), transitory, and dispersed to be
reliably identified, mapped, and protected. In other words, the migrant regularly
passes through the subnation, but enduring, mappable Element Occurrences
cannot be defined. Typically, the SZ rank applies to a non-breeding population
in the subnation -- for example, birds on migration. An SZ rank may in a few
instances also apply to a breeding population, for example certain Lepidoptera
which regularly die out every year with no significant return migration. Although
the SZ rank typically applies to migrants, it should not be used indiscriminately.
Just because a species is on migration does not mean it receives an SZ rank. SZ
only applies when the migrants occur in an irregular, transitory, and dispersed
manner.
Potential - Potential that Element occurs in the state but no extant or historic
occurrences reported.
Reported - Element reported in the state but without a basis for either
accepting or rejecting the report. Some of these are very recent discoveries for
which the program hasn't yet received first-hand information; others are old,
obscure reports.
Reported Falsely - Element erroneously reported in the state (e.g.,
misidentified specimen) and the error has persisted in the literature.
Synonym - Element reported as occurring in the state, but state does not
recognize the taxon; therefore the Element is not ranked by the state.
S rank has been assigned and is under review. Contact the individual state
Natural Heritage program for assigned rank.
Species is known to occur in this state. Contact the individual state Natural
Heritage program for assigned rank.

Breeding Status Qualifiers
B
N
Note

Breeding - Basic rank refers to the breeding population of the Element in the state.
Non-breeding - Basic rank refers to the non-breeding population of the Element in
the state.
A breeding status subrank is only used for species that have distinct breeding and/or
non-breeding populations in the state. A breeding-status SRANK can be coupled with
its complementary non-breeding-status SRANK. The two are separated by a comma,
with the higher-priority rank listed first in their pair (e.g.., AS2B,S3N@ or
ASHN,S4S5B@).

Other Qualifiers
?
C

Inexact or Uncertain - Denotes inexact or uncertain numeric rank. For SE denotes
uncertainty of exotic status. (The ? qualifies the character immediately preceding it in
the SRANK.)
Captive or Cultivated - Element is presently extant in the state only in captivity or
cultivation, or as a reintroduced population not yet established.
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Federal Status Definitions
Native Plant and Animal Species Legislative Authority: United States Endangered Species Act of 1973: Public Law
93-205. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Federal Legal Status Codes and Definitions
LE
LT

LELT
PE
PT
C
SC
PDL
SAE or SAT
PSAE or
PSAT
XE
XN
Null value

Listed Endangered - A species which is in danger of extinction throughout
all or a significant portion of its range.
Listed Threatened - Any species which is likely to become an endangered
species within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of
its range.
Listed Endangered in part of range; listed Threatened in the remaining
part.
Proposed Endangered - Taxa proposed to be listed as endangered.
Proposed Threatened - Taxa proposed to be listed as threatened.
Candidate for listing.
Special concern
Proposal for delisting
Listed as Endangered or Threatened because of similarity of appearance.
Proposed Endangered or Threatened because of similarity of appearance.
Essential Experimental population.
Nonessential Experimental population.
Usually indicates that the taxon does not have any federal status. However,
because of potential lag time between publication in the Federal Register and
entry in the central databases and refresh of this website, some taxa may
have a status which does not yet appear.

Implied Federal Status Notations
value,value

(value)

(value,
value)

Combination values. The taxon has one status currently, but a more
recent proposal has been made to change that status with no final action yet
published. For example, "LE, PDL" indicates that the species is currently
listed as endangered, but has been proposed for delisting. Or, the taxon has
two different statuses throughout its range. More specifically, it has a status
in one portion of its range and a different status in the remainder of its
range.
Flagged Values. The taxon itself is not named in the Federal Register as
having U.S. ESA status; however, it does have U.S. ESA status as a result of
its taxonomic relationship to a named entity. For example, if a species is
federally listed as endangered, then by default, all of its recognized
subspecies also have endangered status. The subspecies in this example
would have the value "LE ()" under U.S. ESA Status. Likewise, if all of a
species' infraspecific taxa (rangewide) have the same U.S. ESA status, then
that status appears in the record for the "full" species as well. In this case, if
the taxon at the species level is not mentioned in the Federal Register, the
status appears in NatureServe Explorer with a flag ().
Combination flagged values. The taxon itself is not named in the Federal
Register as having U.S. ESA status; however, all of its infraspecific taxa
(rangewide) have official status but two or more of the taxa do not have the
same status. In this case, a combination of the statuses shown with a flag ()
indicates the statuses that apply to infraspecific taxa or populations within
this taxon.
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(PS)

(PS:value)

partial status. Indicates "partial status"—status in only a portion of the
species' range. Typically indicated in a "full" species record where at least one
but not all of a species' infraspecific taxa or populations has U.S. ESA status.
partial status. Indicates "partial status"—status in only a portion of the
species' range. The value of that status appears because the listed entity
(usually a population defined by geopolitical boundaries or defined
administratively, such as experimental populations) does not have an
individual entry in NatureServe Explorer. Information about the listed entity
can be found in reports for the associated species.
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Pennsylvania Status Definitions
Plant Legal Status Codes and Definitions
Native Plant Species Legislative Authority: Title 17 Chapter 45, Conservation of Native Wild Plants, January 1, 1988;
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.

PE

Pennsylvania Endangered - Plant species which are in danger of extinction
throughout most of their natural range within this Commonwealth, if critical habitat is
not maintained or if the species is greatly exploited by man. This classification shall
also include any populations of plant species that have been classified as Pennsylvania
Extirpated, but which subsequently are found to exist in this Commonwealth.

PT

Pennsylvania Threatened - Plant species which may become endangered throughout
most or all of their natural range within this Commonwealth, if critical habitat is not
maintained to prevent their future decline, or if the species is greatly exploited by
man.
Pennsylvania Rare - Plant species which are uncommon within this Commonwealth.
All species of the native wild plants classified as Disjunct, Endemic, Limit of Range and
Restricted are included within the Pennsylvania Rare classification.
Disjunct
Significantly separated from their main area of distribution

PR

PX

PV

TU

N

Endemic

Confined to a specialized habitat.

Limit of Range

At or near the periphery of their natural distribution

Restricted

Found in specialized habitats or habitats infrequent in Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania Extirpated - Plant species believed by the Department to be extinct
within this Commonwealth. These plants may or may not be in existence outside the
Commonwealth.
Pennsylvania Vulnerable - Plant species which are in danger of population decline
within Commonwealth because of their beauty, economic value, use as a cultivar, or
other factors which indicate that persons may seek to remove these species from their
native habitats.
Tentatively Undetermined - A classification of plant species which are believed to be
in danger of population decline, but which cannot presently be included within another
classification due to taxanomic uncertainties, limited evidence within historical records,
or insufficient data.
No current legal status exists, but is under review for future listing.
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Wild Birds and Mammals Legal Status Codes and Definitions
Wild Birds and Mammals Legislative Authority: Title 34 Chapter 133, Game and Wildlife Code, revised Dec. 1, 1990,
Pennsylvania Game Commission.

PE

PT

Pennsylvania Endangered - Species in imminent danger of extinction or extirpation
throughout their range in Pennsylvania if the deleterious factors affecting them
continue to operate. These are: 1) species whose numbers have already been reduced
to a critically low level or whose habitat has been so drastically reduced or degraded
that immediate action is required to prevent their extirpation from the Commonwealth;
or 2) species whose extreme rarity or peripherality places them in potential danger of
precipitous declines or sudden extirpation throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or 3)
species that have been classified as "Pennsylvania Extirpated", but which are
subsequently found to exist in Pennsylvania as long as the above conditions 1 or 2 are
met; or 4) species determined to be "Endangered" pursuant to the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, Public Law 93 205 (87 Stat. 884), as amended.
Pennsylvania Threatened - Species that may become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout their range in Pennsylvania unless the casual factors
affecting the organism are abated. These are: 1) species whose populations within the
Commonwealth are decreasing or have been heavily depleted by adverse factors and
while not actually endangered, are still in critical condition; 2) species whose
populations may be relatively abundant in the Commonwealth but are under severe
threat from serious adverse factors that have been identified and documented; or 3)
species whose populations are rare or peripheral and in possible danger of severe
decline throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or 4) species determined to be
"Threatened" pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 1973, Public Law 93205 (87
Stat. 884), as amended, that are not listed as "Pennsylvania Endangered".

Fish, Amphibians, Reptiles, and Aquatic Organisms Status Codes and
Definitions
Fish, Amphibians, Reptiles, and Aquatic Organisms Legislative Authority: Title 30, Chapter 75, Fish and Boat Code,
revised February 9, 1991; Pennsylvania Fish Commission

PE

PT

PC

N

Pennsylvania Endangered - All species declared by: 1) the Secretary of the United
States Department of the Interior to be threatened with extinction and appear on the
Endangered Species List or the Native Endangered Species List published in the Federal
Register; or 2) have been declared by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, Executive
Director to be threatened with extinction and appear on the Pennsylvania Endangered
Species List published by the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Pennsylvania Threatened - All species declared by: 1) the Secretary of the United
States Department of the Interior to be in such small numbers throughout their range
that they may become endangered if their environment worsens, and appear on a
Threatened Species List published in the Federal Register; or 2) have been declared by
the Pennsylvania Fish Commission Executive Director to be in such small numbers
throughout their range that they may become endangered if their environment
worsens and appear on the Pennsylvania Threatened Species List published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Animals that could become endangered or threatened in the future. All of these are
uncommon, have restricted distribution or are at risk because of certain aspects of
their biology.
No current legal status, but is under review for future listing.
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Pennsylvania Biological Survey (PBS)
Suggested Status Definitions
Note: the same PBS Status codes and definitions are used for all PNDI tracked species.

PE

PT

PR

CP

CA
CR

CU

Pennsylvania Endangered - Species in imminent danger of extinction or extirpation
throughout their range in Pennsylvania if the deleterious factors affecting them
continue to operate. These are: 1) species whose numbers have already been reduced
to a critically low level or whose habitat has been so drastically reduced or degraded
that immediate action is required to prevent their extirpation from the Commonwealth;
or 2) species whose extreme rarity or peripherality places them in potential danger of
precipitous declines or sudden extirpation throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or
3) species that have been classified as "Pennsylvania Extirpated", but which are
subsequently found to exist in Pennsylvania as long as the above conditions 1 or 2 are
met; or 4) species determined to be "Endangered" pursuant to the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, Public Law 93 205 (87 Stat. 884), as amended.
Pennsylvania Threatened - Species that may become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout their range in Pennsylvania unless the casual factors
affecting the organism are abated. These are: 1) species whose populations within the
Commonwealth are decreasing or have been heavily depleted by adverse factors and
while not actually endangered, are still in critical condition; 2) species whose
populations may be relatively abundant in the Commonwealth but are under severe
threat from serious adverse factors that have been identified and documented; or 3)
species whose populations are rare or peripheral and in possible danger of severe
decline throughout their range in Pennsylvania; or 4) species determined to be
"Threatened" pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 1973, Public Law 93205 (87
Stat. 884), as amended, that are not listed as "Pennsylvania Endangered".
Pennsylvania Rare - Plant species which are uncommon within this Commonwealth.
All species of the native wild plants classified as Disjunct, Endemic, Limit of Range and
Restricted are included within the Pennsylvania Rare classification.
Disjunct
Significantly separated from their main area of distribution
Endemic

Confined to a specialized habitat.

Limit of
Range
Restricted

At or near the periphery of their natural distribution
Found in specialized habitats or habitats infrequent in Pennsylvania.

Candidate Proposed - Species comprising taxa for which the Pennsylvania Biological
Survey (PBS) currently has substantial information on hand to support the biological
appropriateness of proposing to list as Endangered or Threatened.
Candidate at Risk - Species that although relatively abundant now are particularly
vulnerable to certain types of exploitation or environmental modification.
Candidate Rare - Species which exist only in one of a few restricted geographic areas
or habitats within Pennsylvania, or they occur in low numbers over a relatively broad
area of the Commonwealth.
Condition Undetermined - Species for which there is insufficient data available to
provide an adequate basis for their assignment to other classes or categories.

PX

Pennsylvania Extirpated - Species that have disappeared from Pennsylvania since
1600 but still exist elsewhere.

DL
N

Delisted - Species which were once listed but are now cited for delisting.
No current legal status, but is under study for future listing.
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LOCATION OF POINTS ON POTENTIAL TRAIL ROUTES
The potential trail routes are described and shown on the maps as a number of POINTS
and Trail SEGMENTS between those points. These POINTS are as follows:
POINT A - Located at the terminus of the Lower Trail near ALFARATA.
(40° 34´ 03˝ N 78° 07´ 36˝ W)
POINT B – Located at the intersection of HIGH STREET and ROUTE 305 East of
ALEXANDRIA.
(40° 33´ 20˝ N 78° 05´ 48˝ W)
POINT C – Located where the 90° bend in Alexandria Pike where the Petersburg
Branch Railroad Corridor crosses State Road SR-4005/ALEXANDRIA PIKE.
(40° 32´ 37˝ N 78° 05´ 05˝ W)
POINT D – Located on the abandoned Petersburg Branch Railroad Corridor where it
crosses Township Road TR-482/SHADE LAND.
(40° 32´ 58˝ N 78° 04´ 35˝ W)
POINT E – Located on the abandoned Petersburg Branch Railroad Corridor where it
crosses Township Road TR-618/RIVER ROAD.
(40° 33´ 51˝ N 78° 04´ 05˝ W)
POINT F – Located at the intersection of Township Road TR-618/RIVER ROAD and
BURKET LANE (A private lane).
(40° 33´ 24˝ N 78° 04´ 04˝ W)
POINT G – Located alongside the western Bank of the Juniata River approximately
2010 feet downstream (south) of the Warrior Ridge Power Dam.
(40° 32´ 16˝ N 78° 01´ 50˝ W)
POINT H – Located at the State Prison Parking Lot where the proposed trail would join
with ALEXANDRIA PIKE/PIKE STREET (Approximately 500 feet north of
Bridge Street).
(40° 29´ 35˝ N 78° 01´ 42˝ W)
POINT I – Located at the end of the proposed trail in Huntingdon after crossing
Smithfield Bridge on PA ROUTE 26/PENN STREET.
(40° 29´ 08˝ N 78° 01´ 01˝ W)
POINT J – Located along the southern side of the Norfolk-Southern Railroad Line
where SHAVERS CREEK enters the Juniata River.
(40° 34´ 00˝ N 78° 02´ 54˝ W)
POINT K – Located at the end of the proposed trail spur to Petersburg in the Borough of
Petersburg at the Petersburg Fire Hall along STATE ROUTE
305/DIAMOND STREET.
(40° 34´ 10˝ N 78° 02´ 55˝ W)
G-1
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POINT L – Located at the intersection of STATE ROUTE SR-4005/ALEXANDRIA PIKE
and Township Road TR-482/SHADE LANE.
(40° 32´ 58˝ N 78° 05´ 22˝ W)
POINT M – Located at the intersection of STATE ROAD SR-4005/ALEXANDRIA PIKE
and TOWNSHIP ROAD TR-618/RIVER ROAD.
(40° 32´ 10˝ N 78° 04´ 40˝ W)
POINT N – Located alongside the western bank of the Juniata River near the Northern
end of Cypress Island .
(40° 29´ 58˝ N 78° 01´ 35˝ W)
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APPENDIX H – PROPOSED TRAIL ROUTES AND SEGMENTS
The preferred route from the end of the existing Lower Trail in Alfarata to Huntington, the preferred
trail spur route to Petersburg and various alternative routes are shown in the tables of this Appendix.
A visual depiction of these proposed trail routes are shown on the maps enclosed as part of this report.
The Legend on the Maps for the various routes are as follows:
The terminus of the existing Lower Trail (Map #1):

The preferred Trail Route from Alfarata to Huntingdon (Maps #1, #2 and #3):

The preferred Trail Spur Route to Petersburg (Map #1 and #2):
Alternate Route, Alexandria Pike, River Road, Segments 12, 15 and 16 (Map #1):

Alternate Route, Ice Plant Spur, Segment 18 (Map #3):

Alternate Route, Petersburg Dam East Side, Segment 17 (Map #2):
Alternate Route, Shade Lane Edgewater Cutoff, Segments 13and 14 (Map #1):

Alternate Route, Warrior Ridge Road, Segment 19 (Map #2):
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PREFERRED TRAIL ROUTE ALFARATA TO HUNTINGDON
SEG

1

END-POINTS

A Terminus of the Lower Trail
near Alfarata.

B Intersection of High St &

TAX MAP
PARCELS

AVAIL

DISTANCES

38-05-84
38-05-84.1
Shelton Avenue
Shelton Avenue
High Street

No (1)
Yes(2)
Yes(3)
Yes(3)
Yes(3)

1800 Feet
2700 Feet
1950 Feet
1690 Feet
500 Feet
(8640 Feet Total)

Route 305
38-06-42.2
38-09-09.2

Yes(3)
Yes(2)
No (1)

300 Feet
3600 Feet
1800 Feet

Route 305 East of Alexandria
2

B Intersection of High St &
Route 305 East of Alexandria

C Located where the 90° bend
in Alexandria Pike where the
Petersburg Branch Railroad
Corridor crosses State Road
SR-4005/ALEXANDRIA PIKE
3

C Located where the 90° bend

(5700 Feet Total)
38-09-09.2

No (1)

6400 feet

in Alexandria Pike where the
Petersburg Branch Railroad
Corridor crosses State Road
SR-4005/ALEXANDRIA PIKE.

D Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR482/Shade Lane
4

D Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR482/Shade Lane

(6400 Feet Total)
38-06-42
38-06-48
38-06-42.1

No (1)
Yes(2)
Yes(2)

2250 feet
2000 feet
2490 feet

E Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR618/River Road
5

E Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR618/River Road

(6740 Feet Total)
TR-618/River
Road

Yes(3)

2880 feet

F Intersection of Township
Road TR-618/River Road and
Burket Lane (A private lane)

(2880 Feet Total)
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SEG

6

END-POINTS

TAX MAP
PARCELS

AVAIL

DISTANCES

F Intersection of Township

38-06-34
38-06-34.2
38-06-34
38-07-01.1
38-07-02
38-07-06
38-07-04
38-10-02.1

N/R(4)
N/R(4)
N/R(4)
N/R(4)
N/R(4)
N/C
N/R(4)
N/R(4)

1950 feet
300 feet
810 feet
480 feet
900 feet
2100 feet
10860 feet
3460 feet
(20860 Feet Total)

38-10-02.1
38-13-12

N/R(4) 2640 feet
Yes(2) 10,950 feet

Road TR-618/River Road and
Burket Lane (A private lane)

G Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River
approximately 2010 feet
downstream (south) of the
Warrior Ridge power dam.
7

G Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River
approximately 2010 feet
downstream (south) of the
Warrior Ridge power dam.

N Located alongside the
Western bank of the Juniata
River near the Northern end of
Cypress Island.
8

N Located alongside the

(13590 Feet Total)
44-01-28

N/R(4) 2100 feet

Western bank of the Juniata
River near the Northern end of
Cypress Island

H Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River where the
proposed trail would join with
Alexandria Pike/Pike Street.
9

H Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River where the
proposed trail would join with
Alexandria Pike/Pike Street.

(2100 Feet Total)
Pike Street
Flood Dike

Yes(3) 1000 feet
3500 feet

I End of the proposed trail to
Huntingdon as it would cross
Route 26/Penn Street.

(4500 Feet Total)

Notes:
(1) The owner(s) of this property have indicated they are not supportive of the potential trail and are not
willing to discuss the use of their property for the trail use.
(2) The owner(s) of this property are supportive of the potential trail and are willing to discuss the use
of their property for trail use.
(3) It is assumed that a trail corridor would be available on street or road rights-of-way if the necessary
space is available, an appropriate design is proposed, and all necessary permits are granted.
(4) Landowner was contacted but did not respond to correspondence.
N/R = No Response
N/C = Not Contacted
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PREFERRED TRAIL SPUR ROUTE TO PETERSBURG
TAX MAP
SEG END-POINTS
PARCELS
10
25-07-51
E Abandoned Petersburg
25-07-52
Branch of Railroad where it
25-07-53
crosses Township Road TR-

AVAIL DISTANCES
Yes(2) 3000 feet
No (1) 2700 feet
No (1)

618/River Road

J Along the Southern side of
the Norfolk-Southern Railroad
Line where Shavers Creek
enters the Juniata River
11

J Along the Southern side of
the Norfolk-Southern Railroad
Line where Shavers Creek
enters the Juniata River

(5700 Feet Total)
25-07-23.3
25-07-47
SR-305

Yes(2) 593 feet
Yes(2) 695 feet
Yes(3) 820 feet

K End of the proposed trail
spur to Petersburg along Route
305/Diamond Street in the
vicinity of the Petersburg Fire
Hall

(2108 Feet Total)

Notes:
(1) The owner(s) of this property have indicated they are not supportive of the potential trail
and are not willing to discuss the use of their property for the trail use.
(2) The owner(s) of this property are supportive of the potential trail and are willing to discuss
the use of their property for trail use.
(3) It is assumed that a trail corridor would be available on street or road rights-of-way if the
necessary space is available, an appropriate design is proposed, and all necessary permits
are granted.
(4) Landowner was contacted but did not respond to correspondence.
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ALTERNATE ROUTES
SEG

12

END-POINTS

TAX MAP
PARCELS

AVAIL

B Intersection of High St &

Route 305
SR-4005

Yes(3) 300 feet
Yes(3) 2400 feet

Route 305 East of Alexandria

DISTANCES

L Intersection of State Route
SR-4005/Alexandria Pike and
Township Road TR-482/Shade
Lane.
13

L Intersection of State Route

(2700 Feet Total)
TR-482

Yes(3) 3432 feet

38-06-41
New Bridge
38-06-45
38-06-44
TR-502
TR-618

No (1)
Yes
Yes(2)
Yes(2)
Yes(3)
Yes(3)

SR-4005/Alexandria Pike and
Township Road TR-482/Shade
Lane.

D Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR482/Shade Lane.
14

D Abandoned Petersburg
Branch of Railroad where it
crosses Township Road TR482/Shade Lane.

F Intersection of Township
Road TR-618/River Road and
Burket Lane (A private lane).
15

C Intersection of where the

775 feet
190 feet
420 feet
600 feet
900 feet
1610 feet
(4495 Feet Total)

SR-4005

Yes(3) 3360 feet

Petersburg Branch Railroad
Corridor crosses State Road
SR-4005/Alexandria Pike

M Intersection of State Route
SR-4005/Alexandria Pike and
Township Road TR-618/River
Road
16

M Intersection of State Route

(3360 Feet Total)
TR-618

Yes(3) 9010 feet

SR-4005/Alexandria Pike and
Township Road TR-618/River
Road

F Intersection of Township
Road TR-618/River Road and
Burket Lane (A private lane).

(9010 Feet Total)
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SEG

17

END-POINTS

TAX MAP
PARCELS

J Along the Southern side of

Unidentified
Parcel #,
probably NS
property
25-11-31
25-13-05

the Norfolk-Southern Railroad
Line where Shavers Creek
enters the Juniata River

G Alongside the Western bank

AVAIL

1950 feet
No (1)
Yes(2) 9600 feet
No (1) 1710 feet

of the Juniata River
approximately 1500 feet
downstream (south) of the
Warrior Ridge power dam.
18

N Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River near the
northern end of Cypress Island

DISTANCES

(13670 Feet Total)
New Bridge
21-06-44

Yes
N/C

375 feet
5,500 feet

I Located at the end of the
proposed trail in Huntingdon
after crossing Smithfield Bridge
on PA ROUTE 26/PENN
STREET at Smithfield Riverside
Park.
19

K End of the proposed trail
spur to Petersburg along Route
305/Diamond Street in the
vicinity of the Petersburg Fire
Hall

(5875 Feet Total)
Diamond St.
Petersburg
Pike/SR-4007
Warrior Ridge
Road/TR-492

Yes(3) 308 feet
Yes(3) 1130 feet
Yes(3) 11,050 feet

G Alongside the Western bank
of the Juniata River
approximately 2010 feet
downstream (south) of the
Warrior Ridge power dam.

(12488 Feet Total)

Notes:
(1) The owner(s) of this property have indicated they are not supportive of the potential trail
and are not willing to discuss the use of their property for the trail use.
(2) The owner(s) of this property are supportive of the potential trail and are willing to discuss
the use of their property for trail use.
(3) It is assumed that a trail corridor would be available on street or road rights-of-way if the
necessary space is available, an appropriate design is proposed, and all necessary permits
are granted.
(4) Landowner was contacted but did not respond to correspondence.
N/R = No Response
N/C = Not Contacted

(Information on Landownership as shown in the Appendix is current as of May 1, 2010)
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Steering Committee Lower Trail Feasibility
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
January 23, 2008
Attendees: Thomas Komir, Mike Makufka, Ben Plunkett, Karl King, Richard Stahl,
Stephen Parks, George Drobnock, Palmer Brown, Norma Horton, Anne Zajac, and Kirk
Bucyniski.
The meeting was called to order at 7:04PM by Mike Makufka.
I.

Introductions of the members were made.

II.

The project narrative and deliverables were discussed. The goal of this project is
to bring planning to implementation. All partners agree that it is mandatory that
the final results of this study lead to construction of the recommended facilities.
So this project is only the first step in the process. It is understood that this step
is a most important step and therefore this feasibility study must be both
thorough and achievable.

III.

The timeline for the project completion was discussed. The goal is to have the
trail completed within 10 years. It was mentioned to have at least easily
achievable sections of the trail planned and completed first. Then, eventually
aligning and connecting all the sections of the trail together. A continual long
term goal is to obtain media contacts.
The primary issues/goals are:
• A need for maps with proposed trail routes from Alfarata to
Huntingdon Borough
• The identification of all land owners along those routes
• The identification of land access and communication with all
land owners
• The identification of the economic benefits of the trail

IV.

The committee member’s roles were discussed. Richard Stahl with the
Huntingdon County Planning Commission will provide aerial and USGS maps.
Anne Zajac with the SAPD will digitize the old maps. Stephen Parks, George
Drobnock, and Palmer Brown will list the historical significance of the trail area.
Thomas Komir and Ben Plunkett will identify the landowners and parcels. Mike
Makufka will contact the identified possible partners and the Central PA
Conservancy to talk about easements. Karl King will provide maps of the
Greenways in Huntingdon County.

V.

Suggestions for additional partners were discussed. The additional partners
identified were Porter Township, Smithfield Township, State Correctional
Institution, Norfolk Southern Railroad, PennDOT. and other local businesses.
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VI.

The meeting will be on Monday. February 11, 2008 at 7:00 pm at the
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex.

The meeting adjourned at 8:43PM.
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oSteering Committee Lower Trail Feasibility
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
February 11, 2008
Attendees: Thomas Komir, Ben Plunkett, Karl King, Kirk Bucynski, Lisa Roth, Mike
Makufka, Palmer Brown, Stephen Parks
The meeting was called to order at 7:06PM by Mike Makufka, and the minutes were
reviewed without changes.
I

The trail alignments were evaluated. Stephen Parks spoke about the
possible trail routes that the 1995 study determined. It was determined that
the low gradient routes are the desirable routes and should be the primary
focus of this study. Mike Makufka suggested that the PA Land Trust
website should be consulted when implementing this evaluation.

II.

Segmental implementation is the most likely scenario. The reasons for the
segmental implementation are landowner resistance, bureaucratic issues
(railroad, state owned land), and engineering feasibility (bridges,
specialized construction).

III.

The distance from Alfarata to the junction of the Little Juniata River and the
Frankstown Branch were divided into 4 segments.
• Segment I: Alfarata to Alexandria (SR 4004). The two most likely
routes are the highway (SR 4014) and the railroad grade that contains
several landowners.
• Segment 2: Alexandria Borough (SR 4004 to Rte. 305). The only
practical trail routes are the street routes through town; possibly the
street behind Main Street.
• Segment 3: Route SR 4005 to Neff. The most likely trail routes are the
railroad grade (1 landowner, Max Isenberg) and SR 4005.
• Segment 4: Neff to the junction of the Little Juniata River and the
Frankstown Branch. This segment is the most complex. The most
likely trail routes are the railroad grade to the railroad river bridge (3-4
landowners), the iron bridge along T618 to the railroad river bridge,
and T482 to the Frankstown Branch and constructing a bridge to
connect to T502 which connects to T618.

IV.

It was determined to start to approach the landowners. A letter should be
composed stating all aspects of this study, landowners should be invited to
the meetings and asked for their input in the planning, and committee
members should visit the landowners to discuss issues.

V.

The identification of local assets was discussed. Chris Gildea was identified
as a local asset in Alexandria. Richard Geist, Mike Fleck, and Bill Shuster
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were all identified as local political assets. The Juniata Valley School
District was identified as a local asset because a possible trail route could be
linked to the high school for their usage.
VI.

A timeline for implementation was discussed, and within 3 years
implementation of the plan should begin. The committee should fit all the
segments into the larger plan, identify matching money, and have the study
submitted to DCNR in the fall of 2008 for the grant.

VII.

The next meeting will be on Monday, March 3, 2008 at 7:00PM at the
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex.

The meeting adjourned at 8:38PM.
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Lower Trail Extension
Work Session February 11, 2008

EVALUATION OF TRAIL ALIGNMENTS

•

1995 study looked at all possible routes

•

Low gradient routes are the desirable routes

•

Low gradient routes should be the primary focus of this study

•

Segmental implementation is most likely scenario

•

Segments may not be contiguous as implemented
¾ Landowner resistance
¾ Bureaucratic issues (RR, state owned land)
¾ Engineering feasibility (bridges, specialized construction)

•

Approach to landowners
¾ Letter
¾ Invite to meeting I ask for input in planning
¾ Visit (individual or several persons)
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Steering Committee Lower Trail Feasibility
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
March 3, 2008
Attendees:
Michael Makufka, Ben Plunkett, Karl King, Anne Zajac, Richard Stahl,
Thomas Komir, Kirk Bucynski, George Drobnock, Palmer Brown, Lisa Roth, Stephen
Parks
The meeting was called to order at 7:06PM by Mike Makufka. The minutes were
reviewed with a change to Segment 2. Route SR 4005 was changed to R305.
I

Palmer Brown led a discussion on implementing as many historical sites as
possible along the trail. The historical sites that were discussed consisted of
the multiple canal ruins along the proposed trail routes.

II.

The presentation materials (information package) for the landowners were
discussed. The identification and individual approach of landowners will be
done in April of 2008 with group landowner meetings to fallow. The goal is
to market the idea of the trail.

•

The materials on the Individual Landowner Fact Sheet will include local
history, goals of the project, the process of project, the benefits of the trail,
the acquisition mechanisms (fees, easements, donations), and a tear out for
anonymous comments. The subject of maintenance, vandalism, and
operating mechanism should be included. Another issue that should be
stressed is that the landowner will not be responsible for maintenance or
liability issues.
{

•

The benefits of the trail include bicycle/hiker safety, family
recreation, nature recreation, linkage of communities, river access
(fishing, canoeing/kayaking/tubing, etc.), school use
(education/fitness), community fitness, possible change of property
value, and access to local historical sites.

Possible -ways to approach the community were discussed. Mike Makufka
will contact the following municipalities in March. Petersburg, Smithfield
Twp., Juniata Valley School District, Porter Twp., and Alexandria.
{

The materials on the Community Fact Sheet will include all the
information of the Individual Landowner Fact Sheet, rights of ways
will be used by cyclists, the possibility of the designation of bike
routes when identified in study, and community benefits (property
desirability, increased tourism/increased local business, access to
outdoor recreation, possible grant opportunities for designated
bikeways, and linkage of historic/recreation sites).
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III. The next meeting will be held on Thursday, March 20, 2008 at 5:30PM at the
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex.
The meeting adjourned at 8:50PM.
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Lower Trail Feasibility Steering Committee
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
March 20, 2008
Attendees: Kirk Bucynski, Lisa Roth, Richard Stahl, Norma Horton, Stephen Parks,
Palmer Brown, Thomas Komir, Chris Gildea,, Ben Plunkett
Guest: Jonathan Daily (Regional Architectural Historian for PennDOT)
The meeting was called to order at 5:34PM by Mike Makufka, and introductions were
made. The minutes from the March 3~ meeting were reviewed without changes.
I.

Jonathan Daily who is the Architectural Historian for PennDOT led a
discussion on the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s possible
future plans for the Neff Bridge, possible options the Steering Committee
could act upon, and other general information about PennDOT concerning
local roads. The Neff Bridge is scheduled for demolition, replacement, or
restoration in the near future. The bridge is also eligible for the National
Register. It was agreed upon to gather local support to restore the Neff
Bridge. Mike Makufka will draft a letter of support for Neff Bridge. Chris
Gildea will contact the Hartslog Heritage Museum for support. Mike
Makufka and Jonathan Daily will contact Porter Township for support.

II.

The municipality and landowner letters were reviewed with minor grammar
and format changes. It was agreed upon that the letter should be a simple one
page letter with the Fact Sheet merged into it and sent in person door to door.
Less statistics should be mentioned, and the contact on the letter should be the
Juniata Clean Water Partnership. The final letter should be completed and
ready for distribution by May. Other things to consider include what has
changed since the last Lower Trail feasibility Study, and why would
landowners allow a trail this time? Stephen Parks will construct the letter.

III.

Updates on local support for the trail extension were announced. The
Petersburg Borough supports the trail extension but not financially. They
would also like to see a trail access near their community. Smithfield and
Porter Townships are unknown. The Juniata Valley School District supports
the trail extension Petersburg Borough and the Juniata Valley School District
want linkage to trail.

IV.

Thomas Komir gave a short presentation on the terrain and present situation of
the proposed trail routes. There are multiple Main Line Canal ruin sites,
historic railroad sites, and a hydroelectricity dam along the proposed trail
routes. Some areas have considerable gradient fluctuations and water barriers,
and there are multiple natural scenery sites.

V.

The next meeting will be held on Thursday, April, 17, 2008 at 5:30PM in the
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex.

The meeting adjourned at 7:29PM.
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Lower Trail Feasibility Steering Committee
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
May 8, 2008
Attendees: Thomas Komir, Norma Horton, Richard Stahl, Kirk Bucynski, Mike
Makufka, Ben Plunkett, Karl King, Palmer Brown, Stephen Parks
The meeting was called to order at 5:30PM by Mike Makufka. The minutes from March
20th were reviewed without changes.
I.

The letter of support for the Neff Bridge was composed and approved to be sent
to PennDOT.

II.

Mike Makufka will be meeting with the Alexandria Borough on May 12th at
7:00PM to announce and discuss the Lower Trail Feasibility Study. Some of the
topics of discussion will be using Sheldon Rd. as a possible route, the possible
trail routes themselves, and the designation of a bike/walk route with signs on
the streets.

III.

Thomas Komir presented the landowner map and discussed the possible trail
routes, parcels, and landowners to narrow the focus of landowners to approach.
Some additional parcels still need to be identified, and landowners need to be
asked to verify their property lines. Mike and Steve will meet to discuss the
landowner information / letters and visitation schedule.
A.
There are three possible trail routes from the existing trail head to the end
of Alexandria Borough. One option is the rail bed/canal route which is
owned by the Patterson’s and Mead Westvaco Corp. This will link up to
Sheldon Rd. then go through the streets of Alexandria and linking up with
Main St. near Rt. 305. The second option is to have the trail parallel to the
road in front of Mead, but this will include three more landowners. The
third is to share the road with traffic on Rt. 4014 going into Alexandria
which will only include PennDOT on authorization.
B.
There are three possible trail routes from Alexandria Borough to the
Juniata Valley High School/District Property. One option is to follow the
rail bed/canal route which is owned by the Isenberg’s, Coddington’s, and
Lightner’s. The second option is to follow Rt. 4005 and cross the river at
Neff Bridge or to follow T. 482 and cross the river to Edgewater Acres,
but it is uncertain where to go after that. The third option is to cross
through Wingert’s property north of Rt. 4005 and Laporte’s property.
C.
There is only one real option from the Juniata Valley School District
property to Petersburg Borough. The trail would follow the old rail bed on
Isenberg’s property to the new railroad and run parallel until going under
the Shavers Creek bridge into Petersburg.

IV.

The Smithfield Township had no interest in supporting the trail extension.

V.

The trail routes from Petersburg to Huntingdon will be discussed at the next
meeting along with how and what will be said to landowners.

The next meeting will be in three weeks but is not yet determined. The meeting
adjourned at 7:10PM.
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Steering Committee Lower Trail Feasibility
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
May 29, 2008
Attendees: Thomas Komir, Mike Makufka, Palmer Brown, Norma Horton, Richard Stahl, Kirk Bucynski
The meeting was called to order at 5:33PM by Mike, and the minutes were reviewed without changes.
I.

The draft letter that will be sent to all the landowners was reviewed. The landowners will receive this
letter before a personal meeting with one of the Steering Committee members, and they will be mailed
out before the next Steering Committee meeting. It was mentioned that, “A representative of our
Steering Committee or myself will be contacting you in the near future.” should be included in the last
paragraph between the first arid second sentences.

II.

The possible landowner questions were reviewed and answers were determined.
• Who would own the trail? - Hopefully a local or non-profit Govt. entity or trail conservancy
organization.
• Who will be responsible for maintaining the trail? - Local volunteers or a non-profit organization.
• Who has legal liability for the trail? - The property owner will not be liable.
• Will the trail be part of the existing Lower Trail organization? - It’s a good possibility.
• Who will police the trail? - In reality the users will, but the Game Commission, Fish and Boat
Commission, and the State Police will have access to the trail.
• What access will I (landowner) have to the trail? - You will have the same access as everyone, but if
you need to access your property you will be able to by crossings.
• What restrictions will be on the trail? - The same as the Lower Trail.
• How will you protect the landowner’s property from the trail users? - It will be determined in the
trail design, but fences, natural barriers, signs, etc. will be used.
• Will ATV’s be allowed? - No, no motorized vehicles will be permitted.
• Where will money come from to keep up the trail maintenance? - Membership dues and donations.
• Will you provide up to date surveying or will the landowner have to pay? - We will pay for it since
it will be included in the trail design.
• How will you control hunters? - The Pennsylvania Game Commission rules apply, there will be
signs, and you can or cannot allow hunting on your land.
• When and what will we be paid? - We prefer donations, but we might be able to pay for easements.
• If farm land is divided, will the farmer have access to other side of trail? - Yes, there will be
crossings to accommodate you.
• Where will trailheads and parking occur? Will there be lighting? - Near population centers or major
roads, but they are not designated yet. What are your thoughts?
• What’s next? - The feasibility study, design, meetings, and construction.
The Steering Committee would like to know if the landowners would support, maybe support, or not
support the trail. Do the landowners have any concerns? If the landowner responds negatively to the
idea, ask will it benefit the community? What follow up is needed (with the landowner)? Provide
another landowner who lives next to the Lower Trail to a landowner who has questions if they want.

III.

The next meeting will discuss the material for a packet of information for the public, and discuss the
route from Petersburg to Huntingdon. The next meeting will be on June 26, 2008 at 5:30PM.
The meeting adjourned at 6:54PM.
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Steering Committee Lower Trail Feasibility Meeting
Huntingdon County Planning Commission Annex
July 24, 2008
Attendees: Thomas Komir, Kirk Bucynski, Richard Stahl, Anne Zajac, Michael Makufka,
Karl King, Stephen Parks
The meeting was brought to order at 5:36PM by Mike Makufka.
I.

The landowner letters were sent out and more landowners were included to
receive letters including Mead WestVaco Corp. The key private landowners from
Alfarata to Petersburg are the Patterson’s, Booher’ s, Yenter’ s, Wingert’ s,
Isenberg’s, Coddington’s, Leporte’s, Shade’s, and Lightner’s. We did receive a
response from the Isenberg’s and they support the trail extension. Their only
concerns are that they do not want it close to the house and for us to consider that
they have cattle. The municipalities were reviewed with Porter Twp. as a neutral
status, Alexandria, Petersburg, and Huntingdon Boroughs a supporter, and
Smithfield Twp. not a supporter. It was discussed that the landowner of parcel
38-09-08 should be included to receive a letter. Mike Makulka also mentioned
that he attended a Central Pennsylvania Rails To Trails meeting, and they said
they could provide some volunteers for in-kind to help with the trail extension.

II. The information for the packets to give to the landowners was discussed. The
Committee’s approach should be at this time just a listening and exploring all
possibilities approach. It should be mentioned that this trail would benefit the
community. The standards of the Lower Trail and a Lower Trail brochure should
be included. 8 ‘/2” by 11” maps of the proposed trail routes should be given to
the landowners. The favorable landowners should be approached first for
support.
The next meeting will be determined later. The meeting adjourned at 7:46PM.
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Lower Trail Feasibility Study Steering Committee Meeting
Huntingdon County Courthouse Annex
September 25, 2008
Attendees: Stephen Parks, Richard Stahl, Mike Makufka, Thomas Komir, Karl King
Norma Horton, Anne Zajac, Palmer Brown, Mike Bucynski
I.

The meeting was brought to order at 7:05PM. The minutes were reviewed
without changes. Progress on contacting the landowners regarding their
thoughts has been slow. The Shade’s are opposed to have the trail on the
railroad bed, but are willing to hear our thoughts. The Isenberg’s support the
project~ but they do not want it close to their house. Others?

II.

The borough of Alexandria would prefer the trail follow the edge of the
riverbed from the present trailhead to the borough. It is largely privately
owned fields. Flood plain management would be a side benefit to the borough
if the trail followed that course. Alexandria Borough to Juniata Valley High
School will be a challenging alignment due to non-supporting landowners.
Juniata Valley High School to Petersburg will be a less challenging alignment
due to supporting landowners. Petersburg to Huntingdon Borough alignment
will follow the riverbed either on the left or right side of the river. It is
necessary to start identifying the possible trail routes and listing the pros and
cons of each route.

III.

The map of the project needs a suitable scale for the report, it needs to be
digitized, and then quantified. The scale that is close to the current aerial
maps would be the best option. Anne Zajac could make the maps and color
the proposed trail routes onto the map.
Things that need to be done before the next meeting:
• Identify the possible alignments
• Send notification letters to all landowners
• Start composing documents for the report
Public Meetings:
• At least three small public meetings should be held.
• There should be a one page handout to give out to the attendees and
detailed maps should be available for viewing at the public meetings.
• The public meetings should be at Huntingdon Borough, Petersburg
Borough, and Alexandria Borough.
• The Steering Committee members should be just gathering thoughts at the
public meetings. If individuals are apposed ask questions like: Have you
ever been on the Lower Trail? Do you have kids? (activities for youth)
Make the public feel that their opinion really does matter.
• The public meetings will be held during the midweek of the second or
third week of November.
• The Greenway benefits should be included since this is a greenway
corridor. A map of the Greenway should be presented at the meetings.
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Lower Trail Feasibility Study Steering Committee Meeting
Huntingdon County Courthouse Annex
October 23, 2008
Attendees: Mike Makufka, Thomas Komir, Mike Peters, Anne Stich, Kirk Bucynski,
Norma Horton. Karl King, Richard Stahl
I.

The meeting was called to order at 3:43PM. The minutes were reviewed without
changes.
• The Huntingdon Borough public meeting will be on November 19th
Alexandria Borough public meeting will be on Nov. 20, and the Petersburg
Borough public meeting will be on Nov. 18th. They will all start at 7PM.
• The County Commissioners, DCNR representatives, local legislators, county
organizations, and landowners will all be invited to the public meetings.
• The agenda composition for the public meetings should consist of a general
greenway vision, a brief description of the project, obtaining the public
opinion, and an open discussion and question period. Take questions on
route A, B, C. etc. Make sure we have some supporters at each meeting.
• The press announcements (flyers) should be put in or on the public library,
other public places, newspapers, and radio stations. Rich Stahl mentioned
that this could be classified as a “multi-state agency project” which would
benefit the project in ways of public and government agency support. JCWP
will draft up the announcement and send it to the committee members via
email. The announcements will be sent out a week or two before the public
meetings start

II.

The landowner public meeting invitation letters are ready to be sent out. The
beginning of the letter will have to be changed slightly when inviting the other
non-landowning guests. The letters will be sent out shortly after the election in
November.

III.

The public meeting hand outs will consist of the first page of the Fact Sheet. The
first paragraph will be strengthened and edited by Karl King. The benefits will be
listed once, “History” will be replaced with “Vision”, and “Suggestions for
achieving the vision” will replace “What Are We Asking For”. Suggestions for
achieving the vision will only consist of “Community participation in decisionmaking”. A brief time frame for the project will be set.

IV.

All the newly updated possible trail routes were made. The meeting was
adjourned at 5:27PM.
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